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Abstract 
Optical tomography is considered to be a non-invasive and non-ionising technique 
that can create a digital volumetric model of an object by reconstructing 3D images 
made from light transmitted and scattered through the object. It is becoming of 
increasing importance in the area of tissue engineering and biomedical diagnostics. 
The main limit of pure optical techniques is the heavy scattering of tissue, which 
causes a poor imaging resolution. 
Ultrasound modulated optical tomography (USMOT) combines optical and ultrasonic 
techniques to produce optical contrast at ultrasound resolution. The modulation 
mechanism for incoherent USMOT is considered to be a secondary effect when 
coherent light is used. However, it is still valuable as it offers a chance to simulate the 
modulation of fluorescent light.  
In this thesis, several models of fluorescence imaging systems are presented including 
incoherent USMOT, Fluorescence lifetime extraction system, full field illumination 
(FI) system and scanning input (SI) system.  
A simple incoherent USMOT model is presented which allows varying of acoustic 
and optical parameters to provide an optimum setup to measure the incoherent 
USMOT effect. Afterwards, the combination of incoherent USMOT and fluorescence 
imaging is applied to provide an optimized SNR of modulated fluorescent light by 
changing the modulation frequency.  
With the presence of ultrasound, a novel lifetime extraction technique is presented 
which provides more accurate lifetime measurements and further makes it possible to 
extract fluorescence lifetimes in a heavily scattering medium. 
A broad range of excitation and emission optical parameters of NIR fluorescence 
imaging system have been investigated which aims to find out the optimized imaging 
pairs based on the SNR and spatial resolution detected. The scanning input system 
turns out to be better than the full field illumination system based on the spatial 
resolution detected, and longer wavelengths may lead to a higher SNR but degraded 
spatial resolution. The spatial resolution has been taken into account in fluorophore 
and imaging system selection over a broad range of excitation and emission 
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wavelength. Experimental results are shown as well as a supplement to the 
simulations. 
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1.1 Motivation 
Biomedical imaging has drawn lots of interest and seen increasing 
development across a wide spectrum of applications from disease diagnostics 
to tissue monitoring. Among those applications, cancer detection in its early 
stage has received a great deal of attention in recent decades, as it is a 
worldwide medical problem. Optical imaging uses low energy non-ionizing 
radiation, photon energy is only about 2eV for 633nm wavelength laser 
radiation, which is much safer than X-ray imaging (50KeV photons) [1]. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has no safety problem but is much more 
expensive compared to optical imaging. Ultrasound imaging is safe and 
inexpensive, which has been widely used in many applications such as foetal 
imaging [2, 3]. Ultrasound provides contrast to mechanical properties, but 
optics provides different functional information, such as oxygen saturation or 
using fluorescence other tissue properties such information about the 
environment of the fluorophore molecules as well as their location. 
Optical tomography is a method that can create a digital volumetric model of 
an object by reconstructing images made from light transmitted and scattered 
through the object. It has drawn increasing interest recently as it offers high 
optical contrast and is considered to be a powerful method in dealing with 
biological matter especially for medical imaging. The light carries the 
spectroscopic information about the volume of tissue it has probed on its way 
to the detector, and no damage occurs during the process [4]. In other words, 
optical tomography is a non-invasive method for biomedical diagnostics [1-5]. 
The main factors that affect the design and performance of the any optical 
imaging systems are the absorption and scattering of light within the tissue, 
which limit the penetration depth. In addition, heavy scattering results in poor 
spatial resolution. In the non-scattering situation, as shown in Figure 1-1(a), a 
light beam passes through the medium directly as a straight line. A high 
resolution image can be obtained easily as it is fully dependent on the incident 
light profile. In a scattering medium, such as tissue, it is difficult to accurately 
know the region probed, as the light has been heavily scattered through 
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random paths (Figure 1-1(b)). If this problem can be overcome, it will be an 
important improvement for optical techniques in many applications.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1-1 (a) High resolution image obtained under non-scattering conditions (b) Light 
propagation within scattering medium 
 
Ultrasound modulated optical tomography (USMOT, also called acousto-
optical tomography) is a technique that maintains the optical contrast 
advantage inherent in optical properties and greatly improves the spatial 
resolution due to the ultrasound. It aims to achieve high spatial resolution 
sensitivity due to the optical contrast, by modulating the refractive index and 
scatterer densities at the ultrasound focus region, which in turn changes the 
phase and exit position of photons that pass through this region. The 
combination of ultrasound and optics offers the chance to probe both 
mechanical and physiological parameters, which can be widely used in many 
applications such as tumour detection or assessment of osteoporosis [6]. This 
technique will be described and reviewed in detail in Chapter 2. 
USMOT reduces the problem associated with spatial resolution, but the 
penetration depth is still the bottleneck of optical imaging techniques. For 
deep tissue imaging, fluorescence probes are applied as a contrast agent in 
optical imaging, especially in the infrared wavelength range as the scattering 
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and absorption coefficients are lower within that range compared to visible 
light.  
Fluorescence imaging especially in the near-infrared (NIR) range is another 
technique that has advanced rapidly in the past two decades. The NIR region 
of the spectrum offers certain advantages for photon penetration due to its 
reduced scattering and absorption coefficients ( D?௦  and D?௔ ) and low 
autofluorescence effect. Development of both organic and inorganic 
fluorescence contrast agents is an important research direction. Meanwhile, 
the broad fluorescence emission spectrum makes it difficult to resolve two 
different fluorophores by their peak emission wavelength. In order to 
distinguish a particular fluorophore from other overlapping emission spectra, 
fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) is necessarily applied. 
The main aim of the research is to model USMOT and optical fluorescence 
imaging systems and evaluate the signal to noise ratio and spatial resolution 
obtained as the optical and imaging parameters vary.  
1.2 Optical properties of tissue 
The resolution of the image is highly dependent on the tissue properties. 
Therefore it is necessary to define parameters by which the tissue can be 
quantified. The parameters can be described in the following section [5]. 
1.2.1 Scattering properties 
The scattering coefficient, D?௦ (cm-1), is defined in equation 1-1 as the mean 
number of scattering events that are encountered per unit distance. It provides 
the information how strong the scattering is quantitatively during the light 
propagation.  
 D?௦ ൌ D?D?௦௖௔௧ 1-1 
where n is the number concentration of particles (cm-3) and  D?௦௖௔௧  is the 
scattering cross-section (cm2). 
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Scattering cross-section, D?௦௖௔௧ , is a hypothetical area which describes the 
likelihood of a beam being scattered by a particle. Different from the 
geometrical cross-section, the scattering cross-section depends on the 
permittivity and wavelength of light in addition to the shape and size of the 
particle. Therefore, the value of D?௦ is wavelength dependent. In vivo tissues, it 
is typically in the range from 50cm-1 to 500cm-1 [5].  
The inverse of this value 1/ D?௦ , indicates the mean distance between two 
scattering events, which is commonly named the mean free path (MFP). 
Another parameter which has a great influence on light scattering is the 
anisotropy factor D? ൌ C? D?C?, the mean cosine of the scattering angle D?. This 
parameter describes the tendency of the direction for light to scatter in when it 
hits a particle. D? ൌ  ?indicates isotropic scattering and D? ൌ  ?indicates direct 
forward scatter. For in vivo tissues, g is around 0.88 for visible and near 
infrared (NIR) wavelength [5].  
A parameter named the reduced scattering coefficient D?௦ƍ  combines D?௦ and D? 
and is defined as, 
 D?௦ƍ ൌ  D?௦ሺ ? െ D?ሻ 1-2 
similarly, the reduced mean free path is defined as the reciprocal of  D?௦ƍ . 
1.2.2 Absorption properties 
When the light propagates in the medium, it will lose intensity each time it 
passes through a substance, either due to scattering or absorption. The 
absorption coefficient, D?௔ (cm-1), measures how quickly the light would lose 
intensity resulting from absorption only. The intensity of light transmitted 
through a medium is calculated from the Lambert-Beer law shown in equation 
1-3. 
 D? ൌ D?଴ሺെD?௔D?ሻ 1-3 
where D?଴ is the intensity of incident light, I is the intensity of transmitted light 
and d is the optical path length in cm. 
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In the absence of scattering d is the geometrical thickness of the medium, 
however, in the presence of scattering the path length is a distribution known 
as the temporal point spread function (TPSF) which makes quantification of 
the tissue optical properties challenging. Similar to D?௦ , the absorption 
coefficient is wavelength dependent. For in vivo tissues, it is typically in the 
order of 0.1cm-1 [5]. 
1.3 Imaging techniques for in vivo tissues 
In general, the research on biomedical imaging techniques is focused on the 
advanced techniques and algorithms to provide higher imaging resolution, 
larger penetration depth and higher signal to noise ratio. As discussed in 
section 1.1, the main challenge for optical techniques in biomedical 
applications is optical scattering. For deep tissue imaging, the spatial 
resolution is degraded quickly because of the many scattering events that 
occur as the light propagates through the tissue. Researchers often attempt to 
find out the best balance between penetration and spatial resolution. 
Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) [7,8] is a pure optical imaging technique 
used in optical properties measurement and image reconstruction with good 
imaging depth. The predominant factor of DOT is scatter, which limits the 
spatial resolution and reduces the image quality. Optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) [9,10] applies low-coherence interferometry to produce a 
two-dimensional image of optical properties. Excellent longitudinal resolution 
is obtained as it is only limited by the coherence length, but the coherence 
length limits the imaging depth to smaller than 2mm. 
The combination of ultrasound with light greatly improves the resolution and 
maintains a reasonable imaging depth, which is around 3cm. Meanwhile, it 
leaves the possibility to further combine with fluorescence techniques, which 
offers a chance to probe some properties of the tissue, e.g. pH, oxygen at both 
excellent resolution and imaging depth.  
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1.4 Thesis plan 
Chapter 2 reviews the USMOT associated techniques and fluorescence 
imaging techniques including fluorescent probes, fluorescence lifetime 
imaging microscopy (FLIM) and simulation models developed so far. 
A simple USMOT Monte Carlo model is presented in Chapter 3 mainly based 
on the incoherent mechanism which has first been modeled by Mahan et al. 
[29] and has been described more concrete by Liu et al.[33]. The model is then 
applied under different conditions by varying the optical properties, ultrasound 
frequency, detector size and ultrasound operation mode. All the models will be 
evaluated with respect to signal to noise ratio (SNR).  
Chapter 4 is associated with fluorescence lifetime extraction technique in the 
frequency-domain (FD). An ultrasound based novel algorithm is developed 
and modeled using the diffusion approximation and the extraction accuracy is 
evaluated and compared with traditional FD techniques.  
The main purpose of Chapter 5 is to compare and evaluate the fluorescent 
probes within visible and near infrared (NIR) wavelengths on the SNR and 
spatial resolution. A Monte Carlo model is used to produce images using 
specific wavelengths by assigning appropriate scattering and absorption 
coefficients. A diffusion model is applied to cover a broad range of optical 
properties on both excitation and emission, with the aim being to find out the 
optimized imaging pairs. The spatial resolution has been considered in 
fluorophore and imaging system selections over a broad range of excitation 
and emission wavelength. 
Chapter 6 demonstrates some simulation and experimental results of NIR 
fluorescent targets covered by agar gel containing polystyrene microspheres, 
giving support for the modelling work in Chapter 5. 
Conclusion and suggestions for further work are made in Chapter 7.
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2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to describe in more detail the problems associated 
with ultrasound modulated optical tomography and to review the development 
of fluorescent probes in the application of deep tissue imaging. 
2.2 Ultrasound modulated optical tomography 
Both the theoretical and experimental studies in the development of USMOT, 
mainly concerns the improvement of signal to noise ratio, spatial resolution 
and its biomedical applications. In this section, the basic principles of USMOT 
and techniques directly related to the work of this thesis are reviewed. 
2.2.1 Mechanisms 
Ultrasound modulated optical tomography (USMOT) is an imaging technique 
that combines acoustic and optical waves aiming to obtain the optical contrast 
of images at ultrasonic resolution [1, 6, 11]. Compared to photo-acoustic 
tomography (PAT) [12], it has similar configuration but with a different 
mechanism.  
A typical USMOT configuration is shown in Figure 2-1, 
 
 
Figure 2-1 Typical USMOT configuration 
Laser  
 
Ultrasound 
Detector  
Translation 
Stage 
Optics Optics 
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The optical waves pass through the ultrasound focus region and are modulated 
after the interaction. The modulated light will then be detected by a photo 
detector. The amount of modulated photons predominantly carries the 
information about the optical properties of the ultrasound focus region. 
Wang [13] proposed three possible mechanisms for modulation of light by 
ultrasound in a scattering medium. 
The first mechanism is based on the ultrasound-induced variations of the 
optical properties of the media. The ultrasound pressure causes the medium to 
be compressed and rarified which changes the density of the medium, which 
further forms a high pressure region with higher absorption and scattering 
coefficients than that of rarefaction. Accordingly, the detected intensity of 
light varies with the ultrasonic wave. This mechanism is considered to be a 
secondary effect and hardly observed experimentally. This mechanism relies 
on the direct intensity modulation of light hence there is no particularly 
requirement of the light source.  
The second mechanism is founded on variations of the optical phase in 
response to ultrasound-induced particles displacement. Assuming a photon 
successfully travelled through the medium, the total travel distance is the sum 
of path lengths between each scattering event. As discussed in the first 
mechanism, the displacement of scatterers and absorbers are varied due to 
ultrasound pressure, which results in the total path length or optical phase 
fluctuating with the ultrasonic wave. 
The third mechanism relies on the variations of the optical phase in response 
to ultrasonic modulation of the refractive index. Optical path length in the 
scattering medium fluctuates as ultrasonic pressure generates a variation of 
refractive index. Both the second and third mechanisms require the use of 
coherent light and laser speckle detection. 
Based on these theoretical possible mechanisms, the modeling of USMOT has 
been presented by several groups with the main focus on the second and third 
ones. Leutz and Maret [14] have developed a model based on the modulation 
of particle displacement but under a weakly scattering approximation. The 
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optical frequency shift has been demonstrated in simulation and further been 
implemented experimentally by applying a Fabry-Perot interferometer. 
Following the analysis of Leutz and Maret, Kempe et al. [15] extended the 
model considering a narrow beam of ultrasound and compared this model to 
experimental results. Wang and Zhao [16] experimentally demonstrated the 
imaging of an absorbing object with millimeter resolution inside a 5cm thick 
scattering medium with D?௔ = 0.1cm-1 and D?௦ƍ = 10cm-1 by applying 1MHz 
continuous ultrasound modulation.  
2.2.2 Simulations 
To describe the light propagation through scattering media various analytical 
and numerical models have been developed and mostly based on radiative 
transfer theory (RTT). The two most commonly used models will be 
introduced here, the diffusion approximation model and the Monte Carlo (MC) 
model. It should be noted that the diffusion approximation is an approximate 
analytical solution and the MC model is the numerical solution to the radiative 
transfer equation (RTE). 
The RTT explains how the energy of the electromagnetic radiation transfers 
through a scattering medium. The propagation is affected by absorption and 
scattering. This process is described by the RTE is as follows,  
 
 ?D?௡ D?D?ሺ ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻD?D? ൅ D?Ƹ  ? ׏D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻൌ െሺD?௦ ൅ D?௔ሻD?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ൅ D?௦ ?D?D?௡ න D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻD?ሺD?Ƹǡ D?ƸƍሻD?D?ƍସగ ൅ D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ 2-1 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ is the radiance in Wm-2s-1r-1, which describes the energy through a 
spatial point r along the direction of a unit vector D?Ƹ per unit normal area per 
unit solid angle per unit time. D?௡  is the speed of light in the tissue, as 
determined by the relative refractive index n. D?ሺD?Ƹǡ D?Ƹƍሻ is the phase function, 
which represents the probability of light being scattered in a particular 
direction. The scattering anisotropy g satisfies, 
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 D? ൌ නሺD?Ƹ  ? D?Ƹƍሻ ሺD?Ƹ  ? D?Ƹƍሻ D?ସగ  2-2 
and the last term D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ is the light source. 
In the RTE, six independent variables (three variables from Cartesian 
coordinates x, y, z, polar angle ș azimuthal angle ׋ and time t) define the 
radiance at any spatial and temporal point.  It is an optimal mathematical 
model but too complicated to be analytically solved in practical geometries. 
Therefore, some assumptions are made to simplify the equation so that it can 
be solved analytically. The diffusion approximation [7, 17 ] of RTE is 
considered to be one of the best known and widely used analytical models that 
describes light propagation through a heavily scattering medium.  
2.2.2.1 Analytical model with diffusion approximation 
Two assumptions are made there to permit the application of diffusion theory 
[18]. First of all, after numerous scattering events, the propagation of light 
becomes isotropic. Secondly, the time for substantial light density change is 
much longer than the time to traverse one transport mean free path. Both 
assumptions require a primary scattering medium for light propagation 
(D?௦ C? D?௔). 
Under the first assumption, the radiance D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ can be expressed as, 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ ൌ  ? ?D?D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ ൅  ? ?D?D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ  D?Ƹ 2-3 
where D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ is the isotropic photon density and D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ is the flux at direction D?Ƹ.  
$QGXQGHUWKHVHFRQGDVVXPSWLRQE\DSSO\LQJ)LFN¶VODZ 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ െD?׏D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ 2-4 
with D the diffusion coefficient, 
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 D? ൌ  ? ?ሺD?௔ ൅ D?௦ƍ ሻ 2-5 
Substituting equation 2-3 and 2-4 into 2-1 and integrating over the complete  ?D? solid angle, the RTE can be rewritten as follows, 
 
 ?D?௡ D?D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻD?D?൅ D?௔D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ ൅ D?׏ଶD?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺD?ǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ 2-6 
For a short pulse from an isotropic point source, the analytical solution of 
equation 2-6 is then presented by applying the Green¶s function, 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?௡ሺ ?D?D?௡D?ሻିଷ ଶ ?  ቆെ ଶ ?D?௡ െ D?௔D?௡D?ቇ 2-7 
2.2.2.2 Monte Carlo model 
The Monte Carlo technique is based around the numerical solution of equation 
2-1. It is first proposed by Metropolis and Ulam to simulate physical processes 
using a stochastic model [19]. Monte Carlo programs with great sophistication 
have been developed since then [20, 21]. In all applications of the Monte 
Carlo method, a stochastic model is constructed in which the value expected is 
determined from a certain random variable or of a combination of several 
variables. This expected value is then estimated by the average of multiple 
independent samples. 
A basic Monte Carlo model of photon propagation usually includes four steps. 
1. Launching a photon packet: the initial position, direction and weight 
(weight is unity if ignoring initial specular reflectance) of photon packet is 
been set. 
2.  Photon packet movement with step size selection: the step size is the 
distance the photon packet travels between each interaction sites. The step 
size is randomly selected following certain probability density function. 
Once selected, the position of photon packet is updated accordingly. 
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3. Absorption and scattering: A portion of the photon weight is absorbed at 
each interaction site and the rest is scattered. The scattering direction is 
determined often using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function.  
4. Photon termination: When the weight left in the photon packet is of little 
consequence, a roulette technique is often employed to kill the photon and 
keep total energy constant.  
The details of Monte Carlo model applied in this thesis will be discussed in 
chapter 3. 
Monte Carlo simulations of photon propagation offer a flexible but rigorous 
approach toward photon transport in a turbid medium such as tissue. It has 
been firstly reported by Prahl et al. [22]. The method describes the basic rules 
of photon propagation, so the modelled geometry can be easily modified. It 
simulates the light transport inside medium on a photon by photon basis in 
terms of each photon-particle interactions, which is treated as a stochastic 
process following certain principles of statistics. It is assumed that a photon 
travels in straight path, and based on the probability distributions which 
describe the step size of photon movement between each two sites of photon-
particle interaction, and the angles of deflection in a photon's trajectory when a 
scattering event occurs. The deflection angle can be derived by applying either 
Henyey-Greenstein [23-24] or Mie theory [25]. This simulation can record 
multiple physical quantities simultaneously. However, the method is statistical 
in nature and relies on calculating the propagation of a large number of 
photons by the computer. As a result, this method requires a large amount of 
computation time. 
2.2.2.3 Application of Diffusion and MC simulations 
Based on both of the mechanisms for the ultrasonic modulation of coherent 
light in scattering media, Wang [26] presented an analytical model which 
shows that the contribution from the modulation of refractive index is 
comparable with that from modulation of displacement when the factor D?௔D? is 
small and becomes dominant as D?௔D? increases, where D?௔ is the acoustic wave 
number and l is the optical scattering mean free path. Through further research, 
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:DQJ¶V PRGHO ZDV H[WHQGHG WR WKH FDVH RI DQLVRWURSLFDOO\ VFDWWHULQJ PHGLD
[27] by calculating the temporal autocorrelation function and further taking the 
correlation in the interaction between successive scattering sites into account 
[28].  
Several numerical models were developed to describe the interaction of 
ultrasound with light in scattering media. Before Wang identified the three 
possible mechanisms, Mahan et al. [29] derived an expression for the intensity 
of the modulated signal, as well as the noise spectrum and thus predicted the 
detection efficiency of modulated light which does not require a coherent light 
source. The first coherent USMOT Monte Carlo model is developed by Wang 
[13], who jointly modeled the two coherent mechanisms of interaction to 
VXSSRUW KLV DQDO\WLFDO PRGHO 2Q WKH EDVLV RI :DQJ¶V PRGHO LW KDV EHHQ
extended to fulfill different applications. The model is applied to calculate the 
interaction of diffuse photons with ultrasound by Nieva and Dimarzio [30]. 
Sakadzic and Wang extended the model to provide a spatial distribution of the 
optical power spectrum in scattering media and heterogeneous distributions of 
optically scattering and absorbing objects to the case of continuous wave 
ultrasound [31] and pulsed ultrasound [32] respectively by developing a 
temporal correlation transfer equation. Liu et al. [33] presented a Monte Carlo 
model which takes the incoherent effect into consideration. They demonstrated 
that the modulation depth due to the photon exit location is the dominant 
incoherent effect, but it is still two to three orders of magnitude lower than that 
due to coherent phase variation.  
Leung and Powell [34] have ported an USMOT Monte Carlo model onto a 
graphics processing unit (GPU Nvidia GeForce 9800) which is theoretically 
125 times faster than traditional CPU (Intel Core Quad). They demonstrated 
that the time this took to run their USMOT model is 6 times less than that 
spent on CPU, which addressed the main challenge of Monte Carlo. They 
further developed a USMOT Monte Carlo model relying on the two coherent 
mechanisms on the GPU platform [35] and compare the same configuration on 
a CPU platform.  
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Published research on USMOT modeling is mainly focused on the two 
coherent mechanisms as they are considered to be the dominant factors of 
acousto-optic interaction. However, the incoherent effect cannot be ignored. 
Liu et al. [33] has presented an incoherent model but in a weakly scattering 
medium. The incoherent USMOT model of biological media is still a gap, 
which further offers an opportunity to combine with fluorescence detection or 
bioluminescence.  
2.2.3 Application of USMOT 
USMOT has first been studied experimentally by Marks et al. [36]. They 
investigated the interaction of pulsed ultrasound and laser light and detected a 
modulated signal in a homogeneous turbid medium. Kempe et al. then applied 
USMOT in tissue phantoms to image absorbing objects [37]. The modulated 
signals were detected by a single detector, e.g., a photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
or a photodiode. The detection method has developed rapidly since then. Li et 
al. proposed a method of optical filtering to leave only the light in the acoustic 
sideband by applying a cryogenically cooled spectral-hole burning crystal [38].  
As ex vivo imaging is considered to be the preliminary stage of clinical 
research, many groups have put their efforts into ex vivo tissue such as chicken 
or turkey breast [37, 39]. Parallel speckle detection was developed by Leveque 
et al. [ 40 , 41 ], in which a CCD camera was employed and a source-
synchronized lock-in detection was applied. It is reported as the first time that 
acoustic-optic method is applied in deep tissue (35mm) imaging with 
millimetre resolution. Yao et al. [42] subsequently extended this approach to 
obtain 2D images of multiple objects buried in biological tissues. Kothapalli 
and Wang [43] developed ultrasound-modulated optical microscopy based on 
a Fabry-Perot interferometer, which is used for real-time detection of scattered 
light modulated by high frequency (30-75MHz). They successfully imaged 
blood vasculature in heavily scattering samples from a rat ex vivo for the first 
time. 
The USMOT technique was first applied in vivo by Lev and Sfez [44]. They 
compared the ultrasound modulated light signals in dynamic phantoms and 
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living tissues and further analyzed the corresponding effect of speckle 
fluctuations. Two years later, Lev et al. have extended their research to the 
clinical experiment [45]. They have measured the scattering coefficient of 
bone tissues by USMOT and compared them with the bone density obtained 
using dual X-ray absorption. The two results were close as reported, which 
makes USMOT a technique potentially for the assessment of osteoporosis. 
Gross et al. [ 46 ] measured in vivo the spectrum of the modulated light 
scattered through the breast of a female volunteer based on the digital 
heterodyne holography detection technique. They demonstrated that this 
technique achieved a high SNR compared to the system with single detector.  
2.3 Photoacoustic tomography 
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) is another technique that combines 
ultrasound and optics and is considered as the main competitor to USMOT. 
This was first introduced by Bell in 1880 [47]. This technique requires high 
power, diffuse, short pulses e.g. a visible laser pulse, to illuminate tissue 
samples. A fraction of the incident energy is absorbed and converted into heat, 
which raises the temperature and leads to thermoelastic expansion. This 
detected ultrasonic variation is considered as the PAT signal. It was first 
applied to biomedical imaging by Hoelen et al. [48]. They used PAT to image 
blood vessels in heavily scattering samples. The imaging depth presented is 
about 1cm and the lateral resolution is around 20ȝP  
Combining the advantages of ultrasound and optics, USMOT and PAT have 
the potential to serve as a non-invasive and non-ionising biomedical imaging 
technique. Both of them are able to achieve scalable ultrasound resolution and 
penetration depth by varying ultrasonic frequency without optical speckle 
artefacts [1, 49]. To date, PAT is superior to USMOT for its higher imaging 
resolution in vivo, but it cannot be used to directly image fluorescence (just 
indirectly via absorption) and also cannot be used for bioluminescence [50]. 
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2.4 Fluorescence imaging 
,PDJLQJRIÀXRUHVFHQFH in vivo has become one of the most commonly used 
tools in all pre-clinical experiments. In the last decade, fluorescence imaging 
systems and the development of fluorescent probes has emerged with a wide 
range of utilities and niche application areas. The development of fluorescent 
probes, especially the ones in near infrared (NIR) range is described in this 
section. The imaging techniques and related models which are close to the 
research described in this thesis are reviewed as well. 
2.4.1 Fluorescence probes 
The non-invasive quantization and visualization of molecular processes is an 
important research direction in molecular imaging as they occur in vivo [51]. 
Driven by the deep penetration depth compared to traditional optical imaging 
approaches, near infrared (NIR) fluorescent agents have played a major role in 
this field and increasing interest has been put into the development of NIR 
particles and their application for imaging thick tissue [52]. The effectiveness 
of a probe is invariably defined by the ability to provide a high target to 
background ratio (TBR) with strong emission enabling clear visualization of 
the intended molecular target [53]. Exciting at longer wavelengths reduces the 
autofluorescence (AF) effect which means the TBR is higher. 
7KH ÀXRUHVFHQW SUREHV, by their emission range, can be generally classified 
into two groups, visible and NIR, but the range of probes in this region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum continues to expand. There has been much recent 
research focusing on the probes of which peak emission beyond the 630 nm 
wavelength, because the absorption of light sharply decreases in vivo, which 
leads to a deeper penetration depth than that in the visible range. The main 
absorber within the visual spectrum in tissues is hemoglobin, but wavelengths 
longer than 1100nm are absorbed by water. Therefore the favorable optical 
window for visualization in living tissues is approximately between 630 and 
1100nm [54, 55]. 
Tung et al. first developed a NIR small molecule targeted probe which 
consisted of a NIR fluorophore and folic acid applied for both in vitro and in 
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vivo imaging [56]. Johnson et al. has then reported a squaraine dye which can 
be readily converted into extremely bright and highly stable NIR fluorescent 
probes for in vitro and in vivo optical imaging of live and fixed cells [57]. In 
the last decade, several fluorescent proteins have been developed such as 
HcRed [58], mPlum [59] and AQ143 [60], whose maximum emission spectra 
are around 650nm. But these proteins are limited by the low quantum yield 
(QY) (൏10%) which leads to a low brightness (൏4100M-1cm-1, the product of 
molar extinction coefficient and QY). Shcherbo et al. then reported a far-red 
fluorescent protein named Katushka [61], which has superiority for whole-
body imaging by direct comparison with other red and far-red fluorescent 
proteins including pH-stability, QY (34%) and brightness (22100M-1cm-1). 
Two years later, new fluorescent proteins mKate2 and tdKatushka2 have been 
reported by Shcherbo et al. [62] for their far-red emission spectrum, excellent 
pH resistance, higher QY (40%) and brightness (25000M-1cm-1), photostability 
and low toxicity.  
If classified by their constitution, current near infrared (NIR) probes generally 
include two categories [51]: inorganic and organic molecules. The fluorescent 
proteins described above belong to the organic molecules. Inorganic NIR 
contrast molecules are mainly associated with quantum dots (QDs) [63, 64, 65] 
and other nanoparticles (NPs) [66, 67, 68].  
The detailed description of QDs properties was first described by Alivisatos 
[69]. Quantum dots are single crystals and typically have a core-shell structure 
of a few nanometers in diameter whose size and shape can be precisely 
controlled by the duration, temperature and ligand molecules used in their 
synthesis, which yields QDs with size-dependent absorption and ÀXRUHVFHQFH
emission [70]. The QDs with several different wavelengths can be excited 
with a single wavelength, and thus are suitable for multiplex detection within a 
single experiment. The unique optical properties of QDs for in vivo optical 
imaging include high quantum yield (QY), narrow emission bands, large 
Stokes shifts, high absorbency and high resistance to photobleaching [53]. 
These novel electronic, optical, magnetic and structural properties make them 
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quite different from those of bulk materials [71]. So they can be utilized as 
contrast agents for optical imaging, particularly for deep tissue imaging.  
Single QDs can be monitored and tracked over an extended period of time 
with confocal microscopy [72], total internal reflection microscopy [73], or 
basic wide-field epi-fluorescence microscopy [74, 75]. It has been tested in 
most biotechnological applications that use fluorescence over the past few 
years especially in the field of in vivo imaging [70, 76, 77]. Larson et al. [78] 
have demonstrated the application of two photon excitation confocal 
microscopy to image blood vessels in live mice. They imaged QDs (̚ȝ0) 
and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (̚40ȝ0) at the same depth (̚100ȝm 
the deep). The comparison shows that the organic dyes need five times as 
much input power and show considerably less detail.  
To illustrate the potential of NIR and far-red fluorescent proteins for whole-
body imaging techniques, polyurethane mouse phantoms have been used [79, 
80, 81]. 
The developments of fluorescent dyes reported are mostly characterized by the 
improvement in brightness and imaging depth, where NIR probes have a clear 
advantage. However, little literature has evaluated the NIR and visible dyes 
regarding the spatial resolution they provide.  
2.4.2 Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 
Fluorescence lifetime, the average decay time of a fluorescence molecule's 
excited state is a quantitative signature which can be used to probe structure 
and dynamics at micro- and nano- scales [82]. 
The temporal decay of fluorescence probes can be expressed as an exponential 
decay probability function [83], 
 
D?஽௘௖௔௬ሺD?ሻ ൌ  D?ି௧ ఛ ? ǡD? ൐  ? 2-8 
where t is time and Ĳ is the excited state lifetime. 
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More complex fluorophores can be described by using a multiple exponential 
probability density function, 
 D?ெ௨௟௧௜ି஽௘௖௔௬ሺD?ሻ ൌ ෍ D?௜D?ఛ೔ሺD?ሻே௜ୀଵ ǡD? ൐  ? 2-9 
where t is time, D?௜  is the lifetime of each component and D?௜  is the relative 
contribution of each component. 
Fluorescence spectroscopy is emerging as a powerful biological diagnostic 
and imaging probe for highly scattering media, which is applied in detecting 
and localizing heterogeneities like hematomas and tumours in tissue [53]. 
However, due to the overlapped fluorescence emission spectra, fluorescence 
intensity and many intrinsic and extrinsic variables, it has potential difficulties 
in data acquisition and analysis within in vivo research. To overcome these 
problems, advanced optical algorithms and experimental systems have been 
developed [53]. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) is 
considered to be a complementary method to fluorescence emission in vivo 
studies. Similar to fluorescence emission, the lifetime is an important 
reflection of a VSHFLHV¶ FRQVWLWXWLRQ DQG surroundings, and typically occurs 
within 1-100ns [84]. It is sensitive to tissue environment, independent of 
excitation light and less affected by photobleaching [85], excitation intensity 
[86] and light scattering [87].  
The studies of fluorescence lifetime (FLT) reconstruction have a long history. 
The first presence of multiple fluorescence emissions was made by Dushinsky 
[88] in 1933, and the determination of FLT by phase shift techniques goes 
back to Bailey and Rollefson [89] in 1953. The excitation and fluorescent 
signals were detected by two photomultiplier tubes and fed into two similar 
phase shifting networks which consisted of two cathode followers and one 
calibrated circuit. Breuvich et al. [90] then reported an experimental model of 
lifetime extraction by phase shift. Several years later, an instrument designed 
for the measurement of fluorescence decay times was reported by Birks and 
Dyson [91]. The instrument includes a modulated hydrogen discharge lamp, 
photomultiplier tube and a phase sensitive detector circuit. Spencer and Weber 
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[92] demonstrated a fluorometer based on a pulse method to measure sub-
nanosecond lifetime.  
The theoretical basis of those fluoremeters is the relationship between phase 
shift and lifetime in frequency-domain (FD). Besides, several algorithms of 
deconvolving fluorescence decay curves have been developed. Grinvald and 
Steinberg [93] applied the least squares algorithm to find out the best fit of 
decay rate, and this method has been experimentally validated by Easter et al. 
[94]. Another method relied on the moments of the decay curve was first 
formulated by Bay [ 95 ] in 1950. Based on this algorithm, Brody [ 96 ] 
developed an instrument to measure the single exponential decay lifetime. 
2¶&RQQRU et al. [ 97 ] presented and compared six possible methods of 
deconvolving fluorescence decay curves. All methods are tested with real data 
for which the decay times were known. They draw a conclusion that least-
squares technique is recommended as the technique of preference for the 
analysis of simple decay laws, as it can be used with no loss in accuracy, to fit 
any chosen section of the decay curve. But this method is not applicable in 
multi-exponential decay deconvolution.  
The instruments stated above are mainly based on the analogue circuits which 
are simple and robust [83]. Fluorometers and frequency domain techniques 
were not commonly applied until the early 1980s. The first useful frequency 
domain phase fluorometer was described by Gratton and Limkeman [98], 
which is based on the cross-correlation technique and can operate over the 
frequency range 1-160 MHz. It is considered as the basis of commercially 
available instruments. Thereafter, Lakowicz and Maliwal [ 99 ] presented 
another fluoremeter, which is similar but extended the range of phase and 
modulation measurements from 1 to 200 MHz. Mature algorithms of FLT 
extraction has been presented by Lakowicz [82] in both time-domain (TD) and 
frequency-domain. The specific principle is described in detail in Chapter 4. 
The FLIT was first developed in frequency domain by Theodorus et al. [100]. 
They demonstrated the fluorescence lifetime image obtained by applying a 
fluorescence microscope along with a charge-coupled devices (CCD) camera. 
Hassan et al. has presented a fluorescence lifetime imaging system consisting 
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of one single source fiber and several detection fibers, which aimed to localize 
tumors and monitor their progression by using specific fluorescent probes 
(Alexa Fluor 750) [101]. The combination of this lifetime imaging system 
with known analytic solutions for lifetime intensity distributions will make it 
possible to perform time-resolved lifetime imaging in vivo for deeply 
embedded targets in heavily scattering media. However, the accuracy of 
lifetime extraction in tissue like media is still a problem due to the scattering 
effect. Current algorithms [102, 103] are only applicable for non-scattering or 
weakly scattering conditions. A novel technique for lifetime extraction in 
heavily scattering medium developed based on the mechanism of ultrasound 
modulated fluorescence will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
2.4.3 Simulations  
Simple analytical models were developed to H[WUDFW WKH ÀXRURSKRUH
conFHQWUDWLRQV IURP ÀXRUHVFHQFH measurements of tissue in the early 1990s 
[104, 105, 106], but most were designed to calculate the emitted fluorescence 
under assumptions, e.g. WKHÀXRURSKRUH LV homogeneously distributed in the 
tissue. Models cannot provide accurate predictions when the assumptions are 
QRWIXO¿OOHG. 
Another, more general approach to extract the Àuorescence information is to 
measure the optical properties of the tissue itself and correct the emission 
results accordingly by using a theoretical model for light transport in tissue. 
Such models are reported in the literature [107, 108]. However, they are all 
derived for restricted geometries, e.g., a homogeneous semi-LQ¿QLWHPHGLXP 
The Monte Carlo method is therefore considered to be the favorable approach 
in modeling fluorescence imaging for its ability to handle complex geometries 
without restrictions in optical properties, which is not possible for analytical 
models. 
The Monte Carlo fluorescence imaging model was firstly reported by Welch et 
al. [ 109 , 110 ]. They presented a model with uniformly distributed 
fluorescence in a semi-infinite medium and assumed that when an excitation 
photon is absorbed it gets a chance to regenerate a photon at the emission 
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wavelength. The probability depends on the QY of the fluorophore. The 
fluorescence photon propagates until absorbed or escaped from the medium. 
At the point of creation, the start direction is assumed to be isotropic.  
 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Random walk of Monte Carlo simulation for fluorescence. The solid line 
represents a path of an excitation photon and the dotted line is a path of emission photon 
Following the concepts outlined by Welch, Swartling et al. [111] developed 
two more efficient models and compared these with the standard model in 
terms of accuracy, signal-to-noise statistics, and simulation time. One of them, 
based on the symmetry properties and reverse-emission simulation approach, 
sets a source at the surface of the medium and records the spatial and temporal 
distributions of the absorbed photons, iQVWHDG RI ODXQFKLQJ WKH ÀXRUHVFHQFH
photons at different positions within the medium and recording the photon 
fluence detected at the surface. The reverse-simulation approach avoids repeat 
running for each fluorescence photon position and better utilizes the photons 
simulated with the Monte Carlo technique. In this technique it is assumed that 
excitation and emission have the same D?௦ and D?௔, and only applies to uniform 
fluorophore distribution. 
The second one relies on the white Monte Carlo method [112, 113]. The idea 
of this approach is to run the simulation with the absorption coefficient set to 
zero (D?௔ ൌ  ?). The attenuations due to absorption are analytically scaled 
afterward based on the total path length, which is easily repeatable for a list of 
Excitation photon absorbed 
and photon generated at D?௠ 
Internally 
reflected 
Excitation D?௫ 
Emission D?௠ 
Scattering events 
Fluorescent events 
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DEVRUSWLRQFRHI¿FLHQWV. This approach is motivated by the fact that the photon 
path length and scattering directions are essentially determined by the 
scattering coefficient and anisotropy (D?௦ and g) only, while the D?௔ generally 
determines the survival probability of each photon travelling step. This 
approach can be applied in every Monte Carlo simulation associated with the 
transportation of light within scattering medium, and is especially useful in 
VLPXODWLQJ GLIIHUHQW HPLVVLRQ ZDYHOHQJWKV ÀXRURSKRUH FRQFHQWUDWLRQV DQG
background absorptions. Similarly, the same D?௦ for excitation and emission is 
assumed in this approach. 
S. Jacques [ 114 ] presented another model with uniformly distributed 
fluorescence. To make the model more efficient, the excitation and emission 
stage can run separately. The medium has been divided into lots of bins, and at 
the excitation stage, photons absorbed by each bin are recorded. At the 
emission stage, each bin has an opportunity to become an isotropic fluorescent 
source, and the intensity depends on the amount of excitation photons 
absorbed. This model is efficient in the simulation of uniformly distributed 
fluorescence as the excitation and emission stages can run in parallel, but it is 
not applicable for localized fluorophores with finite size. 
2.4.4 Application of fluorescence imaging 
The development of fluorescence imaging from nano- scale to whole-body 
makes it widely used in pre-clinical studies of disease progression and 
pathology [52]. The most common application and experiment reported is 
brain tumors imaging in mice [115-117]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
and co-UHJLVWHUHG ÀXRUHVFHQFH tomography (FT) were applied to trace and 
quantify cathepsin B activity in tumors [115, 116], and Gibbs-Strauss et al. 
reported the detection has been improved by using PpIX fluorophore 
compared to standard MRI [117]. 
Fluorescence imaging also plays a significant role in the diagnosis of 
cardiovascular disease. One of the most essential pathogenic processes in 
cardiovascular disease is atherosclerosis, which causes vasculature plaque 
formation, and can lead to tissue infarction and even death if severe enough. In 
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vivo ÀXRUHVFHQFH LPDJLQJ offers the opportunity to probe the atherosclerosis 
state [118]. 
At the gastrointestinal level, fluorescence whole-body imaging has focused 
mostly on the better ways to image. The vascular volume fraction (VVF) has 
been quantified by Montet et al. [119] with FT in an orthotopic colon cancer 
model and an ectopic tumor model. Von Burstin et al. presented a 
fluorescence system with high sensitivity to detect pancreatic cancer at an 
early stage using protease-activatable NIR Àuorescent probes [120]. 
Another application is disease diagnosis of the respiratory system especially 
on the lung tumor imaging and airway LQÀDPPDWLRQ. Koenig et al. has 
presented a tomography system model to image a mouse lung tumor [121] in 
ZKLFKÀuorescent probes were reliably used to assess disease progression. 
The applications of fluorescence imaging in musculoskeletal processes are 
encouraging as well. In one study, Kozloff et al. reported that a far-red 
fluorescent probe binding mineral may function as a suitable local biomarker 
to image active bone formation and bone resorption as well as quiescent bone 
[122]. A similar study has been demonstrated by Zaheer et al. [123] that FT 
was used to image the complete growing skeleton and corresponding 
osteoblastic activity with a bisphosphonate-FRQMXJDWHG1,5ÀXRUHVFHQW probe. 
To summarize, the emphasis of fluorescent imaging research today is on the 
development of advanced imaging probes and in vivo imaging system design. 
The research on fluorescence lifetime imaging systems has a bright future but 
it is still limited by its high cost. Some fluorescent light transportation models 
have been published [109, 114], but mostly focus on the uniform fluorophore 
distribution which is more like auto-fluorescence than an artificial probe. The 
modeling of fluorescent imaging system especially the scanning imaging 
system is still a gap.  
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2.5 Combination of fluorescence and USMOT 
modelling 
The combination of USMOT and fluorescence imaging is a new subject and 
needs to be explored in depth. The possibility of this combination has been 
first proposed and demonstrated by Kobayashi et al. [124, 125]. By scanning 
the ultrasonic beam and measuring the modulated fluorescence signal, a map 
of fluorophore concentration in the turbid medium can be acquired even 
within heavily scattering medium. Based on their experimental results, two 
underlying mechanisms of fluorescence modulation have then been proposed 
by Yuan et al. [126]. 
They suggested that the density of fluorophore concentration is oscillated 
following the ultrasound pressure, which is founded on the fact that the 
modulation strength is highly related to the local fluorophore concentration. 
With the condition that the concentrations of fluorophore are high or 
quenchers are adopted, the second mechanism is suggested that the quenching 
efficiency is modulated due to the oscillation of the microsphere volume 
caused by the ultrasonic field. 
As the ultrasound modulated fluorescence signal is too weak to observe, 
microbubbles are applied by Yuan et al. [127] as enhancement agents. They 
demonstrated that the modulation efficiency is significantly improved by using 
microbubbles(ten times better compared to the case without microbubble). A 
fluorescent tube (̚1mm) embedded in a turbid medium with a depth of 2 cm 
can be clearly observed with an ultrasonic spatial resolution. 
2.6 Summary 
The development of ultrasound modulated optical tomography (USMOT) and 
fluorescence imaging especially the research on NIR probes are reviewed in 
this chapter. 
USMOT is an imaging technique which combines the optical contrast and 
ultrasonic resolution. The modelling of USMOT presented in literature are 
mainly based on the coherent mechanisms proposed by Wang [13], and 
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incoherent model reported [33] is with a weakly scattering condition. The 
Monte Carlo model of incoherent USMOT mechanism in heavily scattering 
medium is still a gap. An incoherent USMOT model along with a preliminary 
ultrasound modulated fluorescence model are presented and discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
Fluorescence lifetime imaging technique is an advanced technique applied to 
distinguish multiple fluorophores which have overlapped emission spectra. 
Lifetime extraction algorithms reported [102, 103] are mainly within non-
scattering or weakly scattering medium, and the lifetime decay introduced by 
scattering is not taken into account. A novel lifetime extraction technique 
applied in heavily scattering medium has been investigated in Chapter 4 based 
on the ultrasound modulated technique. 
Driven by the deep penetration, low autofluorescence and reduced scattering 
and absorption, the development of NIR probes and corresponding imaging 
systems draw many interests. It is considered as a superior imaging technique 
due to the high SNR, but the evaluation on spatial resolution has not been 
covered. Chapter 5 aims to find out the optimized imaging pairs for excitation 
and emission on the SNR and spatial resolution obtained.  
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3 Ultrasound modulated Monte Carlo model 
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3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to present an simplified ultrasound modulated 
optical Monte Carlo model and investigate the effect of ultrasound on 
incoherent light in terms of the SNR by varying optical properties and 
simulation configurations. The possibility of combining this with a fluorescent 
imaging model is also discussed. 
As stated in chapter 2, the Monte Carlo method is a numerical solution to the 
radiative transfer equation (RTE), which offers an accurate, but 
computationally intensive model of light propagation in a scattering medium. 
The geometry of the model is easily adapted to various applications. The 
Monte Carlo model of light propagation in a scattering medium is described in 
detail in section 3.2.  
A simple and ideal model based on the equations presented by Liu et al. [33], 
is presented in section 3.3, followed by an SNR analysis in section 3.4. This 
model considers the variation of scattering coefficient D?௦  and absorption 
coefficient D?௔ which are the most significant factors in an incoherent USMOT 
model. Although simple, the approach provides an indication of the level of 
performance that might be expected from ultrasound modulated optical 
tomography in terms of spatial resolution and signal to noise ratio. This work 
was carried out early in the PhD studies and helped to guide research in the 
remainder of this thesis. 
Fluorescence is an important method for providing functional imaging of 
tissue but is limited in its spatial resolution. USMOT is a technique that has 
the potential to improve spatial resolution and so there is considerable merit in 
combining these techniques.  
An ultrasound modulated fluorescence model is presented in section 3.5 along 
with discussion of effects of varying the size of the fluorescent target varies. 
Finally conclusions follow in section 3.6. 
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3.2 Model description 
3.2.1 Photon initialization 
The Monte Carlo method begins by launching a photon into the tissue slab. 
Each photon is assigned a weight W, which equals unity initially and 
represents the photon¶V energy. It is injected orthogonally at a point into the 
tissue, which corresponds to a collimated narrow beam of photons. All the 
photons follow the same direction yet different path lengths up to the first 
scattering event.  
After the photon is launched, some specular reflectance will occur during the 
first step if there is a mismatched boundary. The reflectance R is specified as 
[128][129]: 
where D?ଵ  and D?ଶ  are the refractive index of outside the medium and tissue 
respectively.  
In this simulation, an index matched boundary is assumed. 
3.2.2 Generating the step size 
The step size of the photon  ?D? is defined as the distance between scattering 
events, which is calculated based on a sampling of the probability distribution 
for a photon's mean free path, where  ?D? א ሺ ?ǡ ൅ ?ሿ.  
A random variable D? is easily obtained by applying ran3(), a generator issued 
on the numerical recipes in the Visual C environment, which generates a 
random number that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The period of 
the ran3() is 255-1 which has an  overwhelming advantage over the built in 
random number generator rand() (229). Then, a non-decreasing function D?ሺD?ሻ 
is applied to produce a one-to-one mapping on D?. As discussed by Prahl et al. 
[130], the step size can be generated using the probability density function;  
 D? ൌ ሺD?ଵ െ D?ଶሻଶሺD?ଵ ൅ D?ଶሻଶ 3-1 
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where െሺD?ሻ is the probability function, and MFP indicates the mean free 
path length of the step size. 
The MFP is usually defined as the reciprocal of the sum of scattering 
coefficient D?௦ and absorption coefficient D?௔ [21].  
However, in the situation where D?௦ dominates (D?௦ C? D?௔ ) or a nonabsorbing 
medium, the MFP length can be expressed as the reciprocal of D?௦ alone. 
3.2.3 Moving the photon 
After the step size has been specified, the photon is ready to be moved to a 
new position. The new coordinate position D?ƍǡ D?ƍǡ D?ƍ  is updated by applying 
equation 3-4. 
,W LVFRQYHQLHQW WRGHVFULEHWKHSKRWRQ¶VVSDWLDOSRVLWLRQZLWKWKUHH&DUWHVLDQ
coordinates and the direction of travel with three direction cosines. x, y, z 
represents the three spatial coordinates. And u, v, w are the direction cosines 
specified by takinJ WKHFRVLQHRI WKHDQJOH WKDW WKHSKRWRQ¶VGLUHFWLRQPDNHV
with each axis.  
3.2.4 Photon absorption 
There are three methods to add absorption during Monte Carlo simulation. The 
first, and most common, was introduced by Prahl [130]. He assumed that the 
weight of the photon will split into two parts during each step as a photon 
  ?D? ൌ െሺD?ሻ כ D?D?D? 3-2 
 D?D?D?ൌ   ?D?௦ ൅ D?௔ 3-3 
 
ƍ ൌ  ൅  כ  ?ƍ ൌ  ൅  כ  ?ƍ ൌ  ൅  כ  ? 3-4 
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moves. A fraction is absorbed and the rest will continue propagating. The total 
attenuation coefficient D?௧ is defined as,  D?௧ ൌ D?௦ ൅ D?௔. 
The ratio of the attenuation depends on the absorption and attenuation 
coefficients: 
In this case, the weight of photon will get smaller and smaller but is never 
fully absorbed. Therefore, if the photon weight has been sufficiently 
decremented after many steps such that it falls below a threshold value, a 
technique named roulette is applied to terminate the photon. The roulette 
technique gives the photon a probability m% (e.g. m = 10) of surviving with a 
weight of m*W. If the photon packet does not survive the roulette, the photon 
weight is reduced to zero and the photon is terminated. 
The second method is closer to the real situation in that no splitting of photon 
energy is required. The photon will either be fully absorbed within an 
absorption event or scatter to another place without losing any weight. During 
each step, the probability of an absorption event depends on the ratio of  D?௔ 
andD?௧. This method is more practical but less efficient, as a large number of 
simulated photons are required to produce a convincing statistical result. 
The third method is the white Monte Carlo approach, which is widely applied 
in homogeneous media [131]. The medium is assumed to be nonabsorbing and 
the weight of the photon will not be decreased until the photon exits the 
scattering medium. Instead, the total path length within the medium and 
corresponding time of flight is recorded [113]. Attenuation is then added based 
on the Lambert-%HHU¶V/DZVKRZQLQHTXDWLRQ 3-7.  
 
	 ൌ  D?௔D?௧  3-5 
 D? ൌ  ൜D? כ D?D? ൑  ?ȀD? ?D? ൐  ?ȀD? 3-6 
 D? ൌ  D?௢ D?D?ሺെD?௔D?ሻ 3-7 
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where D?௢ and I are the original and final intensity respectively, d is the photon 
total path length. A threshold value is defined according to the value of  D?௔.  If 
the total path length d goes beyond that threshold value, the photon is 
terminated. The advantage of this approach is that a range of absorption values 
can be applied for a single MC simulation which avoids repeated operation 
and makes the simulation more efficient. 
The first and classic method is the one applied in this chapter. It is considered 
inefficient compared to the white Monte Carlo method but it can be applied in 
a more complex geometric configuration, which is a useful property in the 
modelling of an ultrasound focus. 
3.2.5 Photon scattering 
The scattering direction depends on the deflection angle,D? א ሾ ?ǡ D?ሻ and an 
azimuthal angle, D? א ሾ ?ǡ ?D?ሻ. The probability distribution for the cosine of the 
deflection angle D㼇?D? D? shown in equation 3-8 has been described by the 
scattering function that Henyey and Greenstein originally proposed for 
galactic scattering [132], 
where g represents the anisotropy, ሺെ ? ൏ D? ൏  ?ሻǤ  A value of 0 indicates 
isotropic scattering and a value of 1 indicates totally forward directed 
scattering. The generating function for the Henyey-Greenstein phase function 
is [132], 
If a photon is scattered at an angle (D?, D?) from the direction (u, v, w) in which 
LWLVWUDYHOOLQJWKHQWKHQHZGLUHFWLRQX¶Y¶Z¶LVVSHFLILHGE\>132], 
 D?ሺ D?ሻ ൌ  ? െ D?ଶ ?ሺ ? ൅ D?ଶ െ  ?D? D?ሻଷ ଶ ?  3-8 
  D? ൌ ൞ ? ?D?൝ ? ൅ D?ଶ െ ቈ  ? െ D?ଶ ? ൅ D?ଶ െ  ?D?D?቉ଶൡ D? ൐  ? ?D? െ  ?D? ൌ  ? 3-9 
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If the angle of the photon packet is too close to normal of the tissue surfaces 
(e.g., |w| > 0.99999), then the following formulas should be used to obtain the 
new direction [132]. 
Figure 3-1 is a flow chart of Monte Carlo program. Once launched, the photon 
is moved a distance  ? where it may be scattered, absorbed, propagated 
undisturbed or transmitted out of the tissue. The photon is repeatedly moved 
until it either escapes from or is absorbed by the tissue. If a photon is absorbed, 
the position of the absorption is recorded. This process is repeated until the 
desired number of photons has been propagated. Once a photon hits a 
boundary of the tissue, a shortened step size  ?D?ଵ is calculated,  
where D?଴  and D?ଵ  are the coordinates applied in reflection and transmission 
respectively. The shortened step size  ?D?ଵ is the distance between the current 
photon location and the boundary in the direction of the photon propagation. 
As a matched boundary is assumed, the photon travelling terminates at the 
boundary, and the remaining weight is calculated based on the distance it 
travelled according to the Lambert-Beer¶VODZ 
 C?C?C?
C?C?D?ƍ ൌ  D? ? ? െ D?ଶ ሺD?D? D? െ D?  D?ሻ ൅ D? D?D?ƍ ൌ  D? ? ? െ D?ଶ ሺD?D? D? െ D?  D?ሻ ൅ D? D?D?ƍ ൌ െ  D? D?ඥ ? െ D?ଶ ൅ D? D?  3-10 
 ൞D?ƍ ൌ  D? D?D?ƍ ൌ  D?  D?D?ƍ ൌ ȁȁ  D? 3-11 
  ?D?ଵ ൌ ൜ሺD? െ D?଴ሻ D? ሺD? െ D?ଵሻ D?  3-12 
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Figure 3-1 Flowchart for the Monte Carlo simulation 
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3.2.6 Ultrasound focus 
Liu et al. [33] have presented an USMOT Monte Carlo model for the 
modulation depth and photon exit location due to the particles displacement 
and refractive index mismatch in which the incoherent effect has been 
considered. Based on the Liu¶s equations, a simplified version of the 
incoherent model is presented here. The variation in the optical properties 
results from the density variations of the medium caused by the ultrasound is 
modelled and the matched refractive index is assumed. 
To model the ultrasound focus, the simplest case assumes that the ultrasound 
focus is a grating, which represents the heavily and weakly scattering and 
absorbing regions.  
Further developments of the USMOT model combine it with an incoherent 
fluorescent model. Based on the possible mechanisms proposed by Wang [13], 
the incoherent effect is introduced by the compressed and rarified medium.  
The grating model is simple and ideal but at an early stage in the PhD study 
provided a framework to better understand the potential of USMOT. 
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3.3 Ultrasound focus model design 
3.3.1 Model setup and limitations 
Practically, as stated by Wang [13], as an ultrasonic wave propagates in a 
scattering medium, the medium is compressed and rarified following the 
ultrasound amplitude, which changes the scattering coefficient D?௦, absorption 
coefficient D?௔ and index of refraction n of the medium. 
A MC model is presented here that improves the simulation of the ultrasound 
focus. As seen from Figure 3-2, the red and blue blocks represent the heavily 
and weakly scattering and absorbing regions. Each one indicates half 
ultrasound wavelength, and 10 periods is applied in the model of continuous 
ultrasound waves. The photons transmitted will be collected by a single 
detector with 5mm radius. 
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Figure 3-2 Setup of modified ultrasound modulated optical Monte Carlo model. Red and Blue 
blocks indicate heavily and weakly scattering and absorbing regions respectively. 
 
To make the model more physical and comparable to the experimental set up, 
the next step is to evaluate the effect that ultrasound has on the scatterers and 
absorbers. According to the formula stated by Liu et al.[33]: 
 
 
 ?D?௦ሺD?ሻ ൌ  D?௦ሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?D?ሻD?௔D? ൫D?௔ሬሬሬሬԦ  ? D?ఫሬԦ െ D?௔D?൯  ?D?௔ሺD?ሻ ൌ  D?௔D?௔D? ൫D?௔ሬሬሬሬԦ  ? D?ఫሬԦ െ D?௔D?൯ 3-13 
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where  D?௦ and D?௔are the scattering and absorption coefficient respectively, D? 
is a constant related to the adiabatic piezo-optical coefficient of 
material,D?D? D?D? ? , density D?, and the acoustic velocity D?௔.     
 D? ൌ ሺD?D? D?D? ? ሻD?D?௔ଶ 3-14 
and D?௔  is the corresponding scalar of ultrasonic wave vector D?௔ሬሬሬሬԦ , A is the 
acoustic amplitude that refers to the amplitude of the displacement of the 
medium in which ultrasound propagates. It is assumed here that D?௔D? C?  ?.
Through calculation, for the case D?D? D?D? ? ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?כ  ? ?ିଵ଴ D?ଶ D? ? , D? ൌ ? ? ? ? D?D?D?ଷ ? , D?௔ ൌ  ? ? ? ? D? D? ? , A = 0.1 nm,  ?D?௦ theoretically equals 11% 
of the background scattering coefficient and  ?D?௔= 9% D?௔. If D?௦ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
and  D?௔ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
 Heavily Scattering:  D?௦ଵ ൌ D?௦ ൅  ?D?௦ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
            D?௔ଵ ൌ D?௔ ൅  ?D?௔ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
             Weakly Scattering: D?௦ଶ ൌ D?௦ െ  ?D?௦ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
           D?௔ଶ ൌ D?௔ െ  ?D?௔ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
The ultrasound wavelength is 1.5mm and the velocity of ultrasound is 1480 
ms-1 hence the frequency of the ultrasound will be 
D? ൌ D?D?ൌ  ? ? ? ?D?D?ିଵ ?Ǥ ? ?D㼇? ൎ  ?D?D⨇? 
The model presented is derived based on the work presented by Liu et al. [33] 
but a more simplified one which considers the variation of scattering and 
absorption coefficients in a binary manner. To make the model more accurate, 
the D?௦  and D?௔  should change sinusoidally, and a mismatched boundary 
condition should be applied. The assumptions made here are ideal and far 
from real ultrasound modulation but provided insight into the basics of the 
approach and guided later research.  
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3.3.2 Results and discussion 
Several Monte Carlo simulations are performed with increasing photon 
numbers N to find out when the standard deviation (SD) of photon fluence 
detected per photon input converges i.e. when sufficient photons have been 
simulated. 
 
Figure 3-3 Standard deviation via number of photons input (Grating USMOT model) 
Figure 3-3 shows SD of photon fluence detected against N (averaged 10 times) 
with 1cm slab thickness, D?௦  = 100cm-1 and D?௔  = 0.6cm-1. As shown in the 
figure, the curve converges when the number of photons is above 3M. 
The spatial light distribution obtained at boundary 2 (Figure 3-2) at different 
grating positions is shown in Figure 3-4. Both source and detector are fixed 
while the grating position is moves along the X axis from x = -0.75mm to x = 
0.75mm at a step of 0.25mm which causes a series of overlapping spatial 
distributions.  It can be further noticed from Figure 3-4 that the variation of the 
peak value of the distribution follows the variation of the scattering coefficient 
with grating position i.e. when the lowest region of lowest scattering 
coefficient is co-axial with the source-detector, the spatial distribution is a 
maximum. 
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Figure 3-4 Spatial light distribution with different grating positions 
Based on the results shown in Figure 3-4, the grating positions are extended to 
21 points within one period, allowing the effect of a time varying grating to be 
simulated. The peak value of the individual spatial distribution at different 
grating positions is shown in Figure 3-5.  
Figure 3-5 shows a sinusoidal like signal (10 times average). The X axis 
shows the grating position, while the Y axis indicates the photon fluence per 
photon input detected at each grating position. 
 
Figure 3-5 Modulated Signal obtained from moving grating model 
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3.4 Signal to noise ratio analysis 
By applying the grating ultrasound focus model described in section 3.3, the 
signal detected is sinusoidal like as shown in Figure 3-5. The peak to peak 
value is defined as the modulated AC signal while the square root of the 
average DC level is treated as the shot noise. Hence, the Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR) is defined as 
 
D?D?D?ௗ஻ ൌ  ? ? D?D? ?D?D? 3-15 
Different configurations are applied and compared in terms of the SNR in the 
following sections. 
3.4.1 Ultrasound frequency variation 
As discussed previously, the light from the interaction region between the light 
and pulsed ultrasound will be modulated at the ultrasound frequency. It is a 
challenge to detect this modulated incoherent light component because of 
diffused light propagation and uncorrelated phases among individual speckles. 
Several schemes to obtain resolution along the ultrasonic axis have been 
explored, including an ultrasound frequency sweep [ 133 ], computer 
tomography [134], and tracking of ultrasound pulses [135] or short bursts 
[ 136 ]. The following simulation aims to investigate the effect that the 
ultrasound frequency has on the signal to noise ratio. 
Table 3-1 SNR analysis for different ultrasound frequency(10 times average) 
 
Peak 
fluence      
(10-23J/cm2) 
Trough 
fluence  
(10-23J/cm2) 
AC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
DC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
SNR(dB) 
500kHz 
Mean 788.20 735.17 54.11 761.61 
5.85 
StdDev 1.23 1.13 1.19 1.38 
1MHz 
Mean 776.97 746.62 31.93 761.60 
1.27 
StdDev 1.73 1.64 1.51 1.45 
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2MHz 
Mean 766.67 756.02 12.05 761.60 
-7.20 
StdDev 1.40 1.19 1.11 1.36 
 
 
(a) AC signal at 500Hz ultrasound 
 
(b) AC signal at 2MHz ultrasound 
Figure 3-6 AC signal detected with different ultrasound frequencies (10 times average) 
Figure 3-6 shows the AC signal detected at (a) 500 kHz and (b) 2 MHz 
respectively, with three million photons input, D?௦  = 100cm-1, D?௔  = 0.6cm-1 
and the slab thickness is 1cm. At first glance, the signal is much smoother and 
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more stable at lower frequency, and noise has been introduced while the 
frequency increases due to the reduced grating period. 
 
3.4.2 Pulsed and continuous wave simulation 
The configurations applied here are comparable to the simulation in section 
3.4.1 except the operation mode of ultrasound. Comparing the use of 
continuous and pulsed ultrasound, Wang et al. has presented experimental 
results for continuous-wave ultrasonic modulation [137]. He mentioned that 
the major advantage of applying continuous-wave ultrasound will be the 
significant increase of SNR, while pulsed ultrasound offers a better optical 
contrast [136]. Figure 3-7 shows in the continuous wave case in which 10 
grating periods are used whereas in the pulsed wave case 3 grating periods are 
used. 
 
  (a)                                                     (b) 
Figure 3-7 Model configuration of (a) continuous and (b) pulsed U/S 
Table 3-2 shows the signal detected with a 5mm radius detector. Three million 
photons are input for each of the continuous and pulsed ultrasonic wave cases 
at  D?௦  = 100cm-1, D?௔  = 0.6cm-1 and the slab thickness is 1cm. 
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Table 3-2 SNR analysis for continuous and pulsed ultrasound wave simulation (10 times 
average) 
 
Peak 
fluence      
(10-23J/cm2) 
Trough 
fluence  
(10-23J/cm2) 
AC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
DC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
SNR(dB) 
Continuous 
Mean 776.97 746.62 31.93 761.60 
1.27 
StdDev 1.73 1.64 1.51 1.45 
Pulsed 
Mean 776.24 746.71 31.13 761.65 
1.05 
StdDev 1.26 0.88 0.62 1.33 
 
 
(a) AC signal with continuous ultrasound 
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(b) AC signal with pulsed ultrasound 
Figure 3-8 AC signal detected with continuous and pulsed ultrasound wave (10 times average) 
 
Seen from the table above, while the ultrasound changes from continuous-
wave to pulsed, fewer photons get modulated. The AC detected fluence 
slightly decreases from 31.93*10-23J to 31.13*10-23J, and the standard 
deviation level goes the opposite way. This leads to a 0.22dB tiny drop in SNR.  
 
3.4.3 Scattering coefficient variation 
Table 3-3 shows the SNR under different scattering coefficients with a 1MHz 
pulsed ultrasound modulation configuration. The D?௦  of the background was 
changed from 60cm-1 to 180cm-1 in the simulation which is listed in the first 
column below (typical D?௦ values of in vivo tissues [5] ), with the D?௦ within the 
ultrasound focus region having a 10 percent difference from it, while the D?௔ 
was fixed at 0.2cm-1.  
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Table 3-3 SNR analysis for different scattering coefficient (10 times average) 
  
Peak 
fluence      
(10-23J/cm2) 
Trough 
fluence  
(10-23J/cm2) 
AC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
DC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
SNR(dB) 
ࣆ࢙ = 
180cm-1 
Mean 301.48 292.73 9.66 297.01 
-5.03 
StdDev 0.64 0.33 0.83 0.70 
ࣆ࢙ = 
140cm-1 
Mean 466.57 450.46 17.09 458.29 
-1.96 
StdDev 1.55 0.80 1.23 1.04 
ࣆ࢙  = 
100cm-1 
Mean 776.97 746.62 31.93 761.60 
1.27 
StdDev 1.73 1.64 1.51 1.45 
ࣆ࢙  =  
60cm-1 
Mean 1479.35 1403.15 78.35 1441.83 
6.29 
StdDev 1.86 2.09 2.31 2.41 
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(a) D?௦ = 180cm-1 
 
(b)
 D?௦ = 140cm-1 
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(c) D?௦= 100cm-1 
 
(d) D?௦ = 60cm-1 
Figure 3-9 AC signal detected with different background scattering coefficients (10 times 
average) 
 
The ratio of number of scatterers in the heavily and weakly scattered region 
follows the change of scattering coefficient which affects both AC and DC 
signals, but it has a more significant impact on the DC fluence (proportional to 
the shot noise level) as seen in Table 3-3. The SNR increases from -5.03dB to 
6.29dB, when the  D?௦ drops from 140cm-1 to 60cm-1. 
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3.4.4 Detector size variation 
Table 3-4 SNR analysis for different detector size (10 times average) 
  
Peak 
fluence      
(10-23J/cm2) 
Trough 
fluence  
(10-23J/cm2) 
AC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
DC 
fluence 
(10-23J/cm2) 
SNR(dB) 
Radius 
= 3mm 
Mean 361.04 345.53 16.89 353.06 
-0.92 
StdDev 1.18 1.35 1.32 1.24 
Radius 
= 5mm 
Mean 776.97 746.62 31.93 761.60 
1.27 
StdDev 1.73 1.64 1.51 1.45 
Radius 
= 7mm 
Mean 1119.97 1079.62 42.19 1099.60 
2.09 
StdDev 1.01 1.41 1.19 1.56 
Radius 
= 10mm 
Mean 1418.95 1370.95 50.06 1394.81 
2.55 
StdDev 1.50 1.39 1.69 1.69 
 
 
(a) Radius = 3mm 
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(b) Radius = 5mm 
 
(c) Radius = 7mm 
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(d) Radius = 10mm 
Figure 3-10 AC signal detected with different detector size (10 times average) 
 
Table 3-4 shows the SNR using different detector sizes. When the detector 
size increases from 3mm to 7mm, similar results are obtained in that both AC 
and DC signal increase, but with the AC dominant which leads to an increase 
of SNR. As the detector size increases to 10mm, The SNR still goes up but 
with a slower rate. This can be understood as most of the transmitted photons 
are detected within 7 mm area, and so increasing detector size further offers no 
SNR improvement. 
3.4.5 Discussion 
Comparing Figure 3-6 (a) and (b), the increasing ultrasound frequency makes 
the SNR drop quickly from 5.85dB to -7.2dB. This is because the grating 
period becomes smaller at higher frequencies. A photon is more likely to 
propagate across both heavily and weakly scattering regions, which averages 
out the effect of the variation in optical coefficients induced by US and makes 
the result much noisier. 
It can be seen from Table 3-2 that the SNR is slightly higher with continuous 
ultrasound wave. Practically, continuous-wave ultrasound forms a narrow 
band in the frequency domain so less noise is integrated within that range and 
narrow band detection like a lock-in approach can be applied to achieve a high 
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SNR. Because the ultrasound in the model only affects the displacement of the 
scatterers, the total amount of scatterers within the medium will not change. 
Continuous wave constructs a larger focal volume, hence there is more 
opportunity for a photon to become modulated. This result agrees with the 
conclusions of Wang et al. [137], but the improvement of SNR is not that 
prominent as only the incoherent modulation effect is considered here. The use 
of pulsed ultrasound wave has an advantage in terms of optical image contrast. 
Consider the case where an object is placed in front of the focal volume. If 
there is a small focal volume then it is more likely that a higher proportion of 
modulated light will be blocked by the object which will increase contrast. 
The effect of varying optical properties within the medium is quite 
straightforward. Although both AC and DC signals increase with decreasing D?௦ , the SNR changes approximately linearly in the opposite direction to the D?௦ trend. On a macroscopic scale, it can be understood that the light spatial 
distribution changes more rapidly when the D?௦  increases from 54cm-1 to  
66cm-1 than that from 160cm-1 to 200cm-1, as the ratio of D?௦  between two 
ultrasound optical interaction regions and background is fixed at 11%. 
The feature of varying detector size can be understood with reference to the 
explanation given above. A large detector collects higher AC and DC signals 
at the same time, but under shot noise limited condition, the more photons 
detected, the higher the SNR achieved. 
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3.5 Ultrasound modulated fluorescence model 
3.5.1 Model configuration 
The model is constructed based on the ultrasound modulated optical 
configuration. A spherical fluorescent target with variable size is introduced 
based on the previous model. The simulation here aims to investigate the 
influence on SNR of modulated fluorescent light with different radius 
spherical fluorescent targets. The fluorescent target is placed in the middle of 
the tissue slab with radius R and will be excited by the input normally from 
boundary 1 (Figure 3-11). 10 grating periods are used and the frequency of the 
ultrasound is 1MHz. The fluorescent light is collected with a single detector 
(5mm in radius) on boundary 2 of the slab, with  D?௦  = 60cm-1, D?௔  = 0.3cm-1 
and 1cm slab thickness. 
            
Figure 3-11 Ultrasound modulated fluorescence model setup 
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U/S Focus 
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3.5.2 Results and discussion 
To establish the required number of photons to use in the simulation, the 
standard deviation versus number of input photons is calculated as shown in 
Figure 3-12. The size of the fluorescent target is 0.5mm in radius. 
 
Figure 3-12 Standard deviation via number of photons input (Fluorescence model) 
Five million photons are injected into the medium. The results are listed in 
Table 3-5 for different fluorescent target radii. 
Table 3-5 SNR analysis for different fluorescent targets size (10 times average) 
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Radius = 
2.25mm 
Mean 415.02 413.01 2.59 414.07 
-7.91 
StdDev 0.43 0.27 0.22 0.35 
 
 
(a) Radius = 0.5mm 
 
(b) Radius = 0.75mm 
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(c) Radius = 1.5mm 
 
(d) Radius = 2.25mm 
Figure 3-13 AC signal detected with different fluorescent target size (10 times average) 
The simulation starts from the simplest case, when the light illuminates a 
small target embedded inside the tissue slab. The modulated fluorescent light 
detected has a relatively high SNR (1.73dB). As the size of the fluorescent 
target is increased, when the diameter equals half the ultrasound period, the 
SNR is lower than the previous case, but it is still easily observed from Figure 
3-13(b).  As the size further increases, the signal is dominated by the noise, the 
SNR has a worst case of -12.15dB when the fluorescent target diameter equals 
the ultrasound period. This is because the effects of the heavily and weakly 
region cancel out, no matter how the grating moves, the average signal stays 
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relatively constant. When the diameter of the fluorescent is further increased 
to 2.25mm, then the SNR increases to -7.91dB. These results show that the 
SNR detected for different target diameters d, can be optimised by changing 
the ultrasound frequency to make D? ൎ  D?  ?D? ? , where c is the speed of the light 
in the medium. This conclusion is similar to the one reached experimentally 
by Huynh et al. [138]. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
The primary aim of this chapter has been to demonstrate the Monte Carlo 
model and to investigate the effect on signal to noise ratio of varying the 
ultrasonic and optical configurations. A model which investigates the 
ultrasound modulated signal obtained from fluorescent targets of different 
radii has also been presented and some preliminary results demonstrated. Even 
though the models have their limitations due to many assumptions described 
previously some conclusion about the overall trends can be drawn. 
The SNR drops rapidly down to -7.2dB when the ultrasound frequency 
increases from 500KHz to 2MHz (Table 3-1), it could be concluded that the 
incoherent effect may be difficult to observe in high frequency ultrasound-
optical interactions. There is only 0.22dB difference in SNR between applying 
pulsed and continuous ultrasound (Table 3-2).  
The scattering coefficients within the medium also have a significant effect on 
SNR. The high scatterer concentration dominates resulting in a low SNR, as 
the D?௦ of the background increased from 60cm-1 to 180cm-1, the SNR changed 
from 6.29dB to-5.03dB accordingly (Table 3-3). An appropriate detector size 
also helps to obtain a high SNR. It is clear that, the larger the detector size, the 
more photons that are detected. But the SNR is not proportional to the photon 
fluence. Seen from Table 3-4, the best SNR obtained when the detector radius 
is 7mm.  
As a fluorescent target is added into the model, the modulated emission light 
excited by the laser input is detected in transmission. With fixed fluorescence 
concentration and increasing fluorescent target size, the SNR does not increase 
monotonically. The best SNR is obtained when the size of fluorescent target is 
equivalent to half ultrasound period, while the worst case is when the size of 
the target equals the ultrasound period. 
In summary, the optimum system to measure incoherent effect of USMOT 
should include the following factors: 
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z Red or NIR laser with high power, which provides sufficient input energy 
and long wavelength needed to minimize the scattering and absorption. 
z Low frequency (൑  2MHz) ultrasound transducer, scatterers follow the 
ultrasound oscillations and form the weakly and heavily scattering regions 
better in low frequency condition. 
z Appropriate detector size, which optimises the SNR. 
Further simulation results while combining fluorescence and ultrasound will 
be shown in chapter 4 with an analytical model.   
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Chapter 4 
 
 
4 Lifetime based fluorescence optical diffusion 
model 
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4.1 Introduction 
Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLI) is a technique that provides a map of 
fluorescence lifetimes within tissue rather than one of the intensity of the 
emission light. It has been considered as an advanced technique as it 
overcomes problems associated with fluorophores having overlapping 
emission spectra. One difficulty is how to extract lifetimes with high accuracy. 
Current lifetime extraction algorithms [139-145] work well when the lifetime 
decay rate can be obtained, which is difficult in tissue due to the effects of 
light scattering which will be discussed in section 4.3. In Chapter 3, a basic 
ultrasound modulated fluorescence Monte Carlo model was presented and 
evaluated via its SNR. An analytical model is demonstrated in this chapter to 
investigate whether it is possible to extract the fluorescence lifetime in a 
heavily scattering medium by using ultrasound to modulate the both the 
fluorescence excitation and emission light and making a relative temporal 
measurement between the detected modulated signals. This is compared to the 
case where no US is applied. The possibility of this technique has been 
proposed by Yuan et al. [126] but to date this has not been investigated further. 
The theoretical basis applied to extract single fluorescence lifetime is 
described in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Section 4.4 presents the model description 
and simulation results are shown in section 4.5, with discussions following in 
section 4.6. 
4.2 Fluorescence lifetime analysis 
Fluorescence lifetime analysis can be performed either in the time domain 
using a pulsed laser and measuring the fluorescence emission pulse using a 
fast detector [93], or in the frequency domain using a modulated light source 
at a single frequency and measuring the phase of the modulated emitted light 
[139]. Frequency domain fluorometry is the original approach to perform 
lifetime analysis, because at the time ultrashort pulsed light sources were too 
expensive to adopt in many laboratories. In recent years, as the price of pulsed 
light sources and fast detectors has reduced, time domain fluorometry has 
become the mainstream approach. However, at the time of conducting this 
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research, the Applied Optics Group at the University of Nottingham were 
investigating frequency domain ultrasound modulated optical tomography 
using CW US [50, 140]. As there was the possibility of comparing with 
experimental data, it was decided to model a frequency domain system. It 
should be noted that both approaches are equally valid for obtaining the 
fluorescence lifetime and are simply related by the Fourier Transform. 
In frequency domain fluorometry, the sample is excited with intensity 
modulated light at a frequency which is comparable to the reciprocal of the 
lifetime [83]. Hence, the emission will be intensity modulated at the same 
frequency but the emission exhibits a time delay and amplitude change that are 
determined by the intensity decay law of the sample. The time delay is 
measured as a phase angle shift between the excitation and emission, as shown 
in Figure 4-1. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the modulated emission is 
decreased relative to the amplitude of the modulated excitation, which 
provides another independent measure of the lifetime [83]. 
 
Figure 4-1 Definition of phase angle and modulation 
The modulation depth m is defined as [82], 
 
 D? ൌ D? D? ?D? D?  4-1 
b 
a A 
ʔ 
B 
Excitation 
Emission 
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For a single-exponential decay, the phase and modulation are related to the 
decay time D? by [82] 
 D?ఠ ൌ  ሺ ? ൅ D?ଶD?ଶሻିଵȀଶ 4-2 
and 
  D?ఠ ൌ D?D? 4-3 
where D? is the modulation frequency of input signal. 
The origin of the phase shift and demodulation can be understood by 
considering the time-dependent excitation intensity and the time of intensity 
decay of the fluorescence target. 
4.3 Measuring lifetime in a heavily scattering 
medium 
In the presence of scattering a phase shift can also be caused by the 
distribution of path lengths that occurs when light takes many random paths 
through the sample. As shown in Figure 4-2, the more scattering the medium 
is, the further the results deviate from the actual lifetime. The curves shown in 
Figure 4-2 are obtained using the model described in section 4.4 for an infinite 
slab geometry. In a heavily scattering medium such as human tissue, the 
scattering coefficient varies from 60cm-1 to 200cm-1 [5]. The measurement of 
fluorescence lifetime becomes difficult as the phase shift and demodulation 
due to the scattering is comparable to that resulting from the fluorescence 
decay (Figure 4-2). It is therefore important to develop techniques that can 
overcome or at least take into account the effects of light scattering. 
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Figure 4-2 Measured lifetime at a detector for a fluorophore with a 500ps lifetime embedded 
at the mid-plane of a 1cm scattering infinite slab with different scattering coefficient, D?௔௫ ൌ ?Ǥ ?cm-1 and D?௔௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?cm-1 
Several techniques have been introduced to measure the fluorescence lifetime 
in the presence of scattering. For example, Hutchinson et al. reported 
measurements of nanosecond and sub-nanosecond fluorescence lifetime in the 
frequency domain [102, 103], assuming that the excitation and emission light 
have the same optical properties. In these papers the phase shift D?௦  of the 
transmitted light due to scattering alone are defined as the phase. In the 
presence of a fluorophore, the emission light detected has a phase shift D?௧ 
caused by both lifetime and scattering. Therefore, the phase shift D?௙ 
introduced by lifetime individually can be simply represented as, 
 
D?௙ ൌ  D?௧ െ D?௦ 
 
4-4 
The scattering coefficient varies from 5cm-1 to 20cm-1. It was reported that the 
reference phase cannot be measured accurately as it is impossible to remove 
the fluorescent target to obtain a homogenous environment. 
Mayer et al. presented a method [139] which applied dual-wavelength photon-
migration measurements to develop fluorescence properties. No reference 
output was given but an intensity modulated source at the emission 
wavelength is applied to estimate the optical parameters of the medium 
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containing the uniform fluorophore, as well as the fluorescence properties. 
However, the experiments were carried out with the scattering coefficient 
varying from 7.9cm-1 to 9.2cm-1 to measure a lifetime around 1ns. It is 
suggested that this method could be useful in estimating the fluorescence 
lifetime in a weakly scattering medium.  
In this chapter, the method shown in Figure 4-3 is used as the standard for 
comparison with the ultrasound modulated approach (known as the Standard 
model throughout this chapter to distinguish it from the US modulated method) 
[102]. A modulated light source illuminates the sample and both excitation 
and emission wavelengths are detected. Assuming that the embedded 
fluorophore will not introduce significant change to the overall optical 
properties of the medium, the phase shift of the excitation light can be used as 
the reference phase, D?௥. 
 
Figure 4-3 Schematic of standard lifetime extraction approach in frequency domain 
Equation 4-4 can be rewritten as 
 
D?௙ ൌ  D?௧ െ D?௥ 
 
4-5 
The use of ultrasound offers the opportunity to minimize the phase shift 
caused by scattering. This technique provides an opportunity to extract 
lifetime with higher accuracy than the standard approach within a heavily 
scattering medium. A schematic is shown in Figure 4-4. Unmodulated CW 
excitation light illuminates the sample. An ultrasound wave is generated along 
the vertical direction and, through the mechanism described by Yuan et al. 
[126], both the excitation and emission wavelengths become modulated at the 
frequency of the US. Recording the US modulated excitation and emission 
allows Equation 4-5 to be applied. There are two advantages of this approach; 
firstly, modulating the light within the medium rather than at the source 
shorten the distance between the modulated light source and the detector 
Scattering medium 
with fluorophore 
D?௥ 
D?௧ 
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which reduces the scattering effect; secondly better spatial resolution can be 
obtained using ultrasound modulation when compared with diffuse optical 
imaging. 
 
 
Figure 4-4  Schematic of ultrasound associated lifetime extraction approach in frequency 
domain. Unmodulated light illuminates the sample and modulation is provided by the US 
within the medium. 
As described in the next section, the standard and ultrasound modulated cases 
can be simulated by simply placing the modulated light source at the boundary 
(standard) or at the position of the fluorescent target within the medium 
(ultrasound modulated).  
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4.4 Model description 
As discussed in section 4.2, the time domain and frequency domain methods 
are simply related by a Fourier transform relationship but that due to 
experimental constraints it was of interest to investigate the frequency domain 
case. According to the superposition principle, for all linear systems, the 
response at a given place and time caused by two or more stimuli is the sum of 
the responses which caused each stimulus individually [141]. 
 
D?ሺD?ଵ ൅ D?ଶ ൅ C?ሻ ൌ D?ሺD?ଵሻ ൅ D?ሺD?ଶሻ ൅ C? 
 
4-6 
Therefore, a pulsed light input is applied in the model described in this chapter 
which represents the superposition of an infinite number of sinusoids. Due to 
the superposition principle, each of these sinusoids can be analysed separately 
and the response to a range of modulation frequencies can be computed. 
The propagation of light in a heavily scattering medium is most accurately 
described by the radiative transfer equation. However analytical solutions only 
exist for simple geometries and Monte Carlo simulations (Chapter 3) are 
usually applied to provide a numerical solution. A widely used approximation 
to the radiative transfer equation is the diffusion approximation. 
The specific intensity of the radiance can be assumed to be isotropic and can 
EH DSSUR[LPDWHG ZLWK WKH ILUVW WZR RUGHUV RI WKH 7D\ORU¶V H[SDQVLRQ as 
discussed in the Appendix. 
 D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ ൌ   ? ?D?D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ ൅  ? ?D?D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ  D?Ƹ 4-7 
where D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ is the radiance which can be defined as energy flow per unit 
normal area per unit solid angle per unit time, D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ is the fluence rate and D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ is the fluence flux vector. 
The basis of the model is illustrated in Figure 4-5 which has been previously 
demonstrated by Wilson et al. [ 142 ]. A collimated pulsed light beam 
illuminates normally into a homogeneous infinite tissue slab. The illumination 
can be approximated by an isotropic point source that is situated a distance of 
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one transport mean free path (  ?ȀD?௦ᇱ ) away from the boundary within the 
medium. A negative image source is placed outside the medium at an equal 
distance to the original source to satisfy a boundary condition D? ൌ  ? as 
discussed by Wilson et al. [142]. To satisfy this boundary condition at both 
boundaries, an infinite series of dipole photon sources needs to be added. 
 
Figure 4-5 Geometry for a homogeneous slab. Boundary conditions can be met by adding an 
infinite series of dipole photon sources. Four of them are shown in the figure. 
As the fluence rate at the boundary tends to zero, the radiance at the boundary 
will be estimated by the fluence flux. The number of photons transmitted per 
unit area per unit time can be calculated from Fick¶s law, 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ െD?׏D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻȁ௭ୀௗ 4-8 
The fluence rate per incident photon at any position within the medium can be 
FDOFXODWHGEDVHGRQWKH*UHHQ¶VIunction [143].  
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ൝ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD? െ  ?D?D?െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶെ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺD? െ  ?D?D?൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൡ 
4-9 
D? ൌ D? D? ൌ  ? D? ൌ െD? D? ൌ െ ?D? D? ൌ  ?D? D? ൌ  ?D? D? ൌ  ?D? D? ൌ  ?D? 
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where c is the speed of the light in the tissue, t is time, D?଴ is the position of 
point isotropic light source, z and D?  represents the distance from the point of 
interest to the incident point in the radial and depth directions respectively and 
D is the diffusion coefficient, 
 D? ൌ   ?D?௔ ൅ ሺ ? െ D?ሻD?௦ 4-10 D?௔  is the absorption coefficient, D?௦  is the scattering coefficient and g is the 
anisotropy factor. 
The photon intensity transmitted at the boundary can be calculated from the 
flux; 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ ሺD?D?ሻିଷ ଶ ? ሺ ?D?D?ሻିହ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ൝ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD? െ  ?D?D?െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶെ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺD? െ  ?D?D?൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൡ 
4-11 
In the simulations, the number of dipoles needs to be truncated. Several values 
of m have been tested to work out the convergence of Transmittance. The 
results turn up to be no difference between 7 dipoles and 21 dipoles. For the 
scattering medium properties typically used in this chapter, m is set to 3, 
which means 7 dipoles will be added. 
4.4.1 Standard configuration fluorescence lifetime model 
In the Standard configuration (Figure 4-3) modulated light illuminates the 
sample and both excitation and emission light are measured at the detector 
plane. It is assumed that a fluorescent target lies on an intermediate plane 
within the sample. 
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To calculate the excitation light intensity arriving at the detector plane simply 
LQYROYHVDSSO\LQJWKH*UHHQ¶VIXQFWLRQIRUthe Transmittance (Equation 4-11) 
which propagates the light from the source to the detector plane. Figure 4-6 (a) 
shows the geometry for calculating the transmitted light in the Standard 
configuration (2 dipoles shown). 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b)  
Figure 4-6 (a) Diffusion model geometry of excitation in the standard configuration seven 
dipole sources are applied, two of them are shown in the figure; (b) TPSF of Standard model 
excitation (TPSF1) 
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The flux detected per unit incident photon per unit time of each point at the 
detector plane can be plotted as a temporal point spread function (TPSF). An 
example is shown in Figure 4-6 (b) for position (D? ൌ  ?Ǥ ?) at the detector plane. 
To calculate the fluorescence emission in the Standard configuration involves 
propagating the incident excitation light from the source to an intermediate 
plane where the fluorescent target lies and then propagating the fluorescence 
emission light from the fluorescent target plane to the detector plane. 
For a fluorescent target situated at z = d/2, the excitation light entering the 
target plane can be obtained from the fluence rate Equation 4-9; 
 
D?ா௫ሺD?ǡ D?Ȁ ?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ൝ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD?Ȁ ? െ  ?D D?െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶെ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺD?Ȁ ? െ  ?D D?൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൡ 
4-12 
Figure 4-7 (a) shows an example where the fluorescent target is situated at z = 
d/2. Figure 4-7 (b) shows the TPSF of excitation light entering the 
fluorescence target plane. The quantum efficiency (QE) of the fluorescence 
target equals 40% which is a typical value among well-known fluorophores 
[144].  
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 (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-7 (a) Diffusion model geometry of excitation light entering the fluorescence target 
intermediate plane, seven dipole sources applied, two of them are shown in the figure; (b) 
TPSF of excitation light entering the fluorescence target (TPSF2) 
 
For calculating the fluorescence emission light at the detector plane, it is 
necessary to use the Transmittance Equation Equation 4-11, which takes into 
account the D? ൌ  ?boundary condition. For the fluorescence source position at 
the midplane of the slab, D?଴ ൌ D?Ȁ ?; 
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D?ா௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ  ሺ ?D?D?௠D?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?ିହ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ൝ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD?Ȁ ? െ  ?D D?ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶെ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺ ?D?Ȁ ? െ  ?D D?ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൡ 
4-13 
 
Figure 4-8 (a) shows the geometry for calculation of emission light transmitted. 
The light emitted from the fluorescence target that reaches the detector plane 
is presented in Figure 4-8 (b). 
 
  
(a)   
d 
D? ൌ  ?D?  ? ?  D? ൌ D?  ? ?  
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ 
 
Detector 
plane D? ൌ െ D?  ? ?  D? ൌ  ?D?  ? ?  
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  (b)       
Figure 4-8 (a) Diffusion model for the Standard configuration for propagating fluorescence 
emission light from the intermediate fluorescence plane to the detector, seven dipole sources 
applied, two of them are shown in the figure; (b) TPSF of emission light detected (TPSF3) 
 
The TPSFs shown in Figure 4-7 (b) and Figure 4-8 (b) (TPSF2 and TPSF3) 
respectively need to be combined in order to produce the final fluorescence 
emission signal. If the fluorescence emission is considered as a linear system, 
TPSF3 is the impulse response and TPSF2 is the input of the system. Lifetime 
is a time dependent function to describe the transformation from excitation to 
emission light. The TPSF of the fluorescence emission light in the Standard 
configuration can be obtained through the convolution of TPSF2, TPSF3 and 
the fluorescence lifetime decay. A similiar model is applied by Ma et. al [143], 
where this process is represented as: 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻൌ D?ሺD?ሻ8D?௫ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ8 ൤෍ D?௜D?௜ D?D?D? ൬െD?D?௜൰൨8D?௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ 4-14 
where the 8  sign represents the convolution integral, D?ሺD?ሻ  is the system 
impulse response function, D?௫ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ is the light propagated from the 
H[FLWDWLRQ VRXUFH WR WKH ÀXRURSKRUH D?௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ LV WKH ÀXRUHVFHQW OLJKW
propagated from WKH ÀXRURSKRUH to the detector, and D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ  is the  
fluorescent signal detected at the boundary. The terms in square brackets 
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UHSUHVHQWÀXRUHVFHQWGHFD\ZKHUHD?௜ and D?௜ are the amplitude and lifetime of 
the ith ÀXRURSKRUH FRPSRQHQW D?௜  is usually related to the concentration, 
H[WLQFWLRQFRHI¿FLHQWDQGTXDQWXP\LHOGRIWKHÀXRURSKRUH  
In this Chapter, the aim is to develop accurate measurements of fluorescence 
OLIHWLPH Ĳ LQ KHDYLO\ VFDWWHULQJ PHGLa, which is described by the last three 
terms of equation 4-14. As tKH FRQFHQWUDWLRQ H[WLQFWLRQ FRHI¿FLHQW DQG
TXDQWXP\LHOGRIWKHÀXRURSKRUHRQO\DIIHFt the signal intensity detected, it is 
assumed that there is adequate SNR at the detector plane so that one can set: D?ሺD?ሻ ൌ D?ሺD?ሻǡ D?௜ ൌ  ? and i = 1 
As discussed above, the light at the plane of the fluorescent target is given by 
the fluence rate but the transmittance is the appropriate term to use at the 
boundary as D? ൌ  ?. The TPSF of the fluorescence emission light in the 
Standard configuration can be represented as: 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ  D?ா௫ሺD?ǡ D?Ȁ ?ǡ D?ሻ8 ൤ ?D?D?D?D? ൬െD?D?൰൨8D?ா௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ 4-15 
where D?ா௫ሺD?ǡ D?Ȁ ?ǡ D?ሻ is the light propagated from the excitation source to the 
fluorescent target plane (TPSF2), D?ா௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ  is the transmittance of 
fluorescent light propagated from the fluorescence target plane to the detector 
(TPSF3). The terms in square brackets represent the temporal properties of the 
fluorescent decay. The convolution of TSF2, TPSF3 and the fluorescence 
lifetime is labelled TPSF5. 
The general practice of estimating lifetime is to fit a mono-exponential to the 
detected fluorescence TPSF [145], but the frequency domain analysis is still 
applied nowadays as an alternative approach [146]. As discussed in section 4.2, 
operating in the frequency domain was of interest due to experiment 
constraints in the Applied Optics Laboratory. 
The frequency domain response can be obtained by taking the Fourier 
transform of the key equations that have been obtained in the time domain.  
Convolution is reduced to a multiplication in the frequency domain. 
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By taking the Fourier transform (FT) of Equation 4-12,  
 
D?ா௫ሺD?ǡ D?Ȁ ?ǡ D?ሻൌ ෍ ൥൬ ?D?D?൅ D? ?െ D?଴൰ାஶ௠ୀ଴ൈ D?D?D?ሺെD?ଵ௫ሻ൫ ? ൅ D?ା௫ଶ ൅  ?D?ଵ௫൯ଵ ଶ ? ?D?ሺD?ଶ ൅ D?଴ଶሻଷ ଶ ? ൈ ൜ ൤D?ଶ௫ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ଶ௫ ? ൅ D?ଵ௫൰൨൅ D?  ൤D?ଶ௫ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ଶ௫ ? ൅ D?ଵ௫൰൨ൠ൩െ ෍ ൥൬ ?D?D?൅ D? ?൅ D?଴൰ାஶ௠ୀ଴ൈ D?D?D?ሺെD?ଷ௫ሻ൫ ? ൅ D?ି௫ଶ ൅  ?D?ଷ௫൯ଵ ଶ ? ?D?ሺD?ଶ ൅ D?଴ଶሻଷ ଶ ? ൈ ൜ ൤D?ସ௫ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ସ௫ ? ൅ D?ଷ௫൰൨൅ D?  ൤D?ସ௫ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ସ௫ ? ൅ D?ଷ௫൰൨ൠ൩ 
4-16 
where  
 
D?ା௫ ൌ C?C?C?
C?C?ቈD?ଶ ൅ ቀ ?D?D?൅ D? ?െ D?଴ቁଶ቉ ඥሺD?௔௫D?ሻଶ ൅ D?ଶD?௫D? C?C?C?
C?C?ଵ ଶ ?
 4-17 
 
D?ଵ௫ ൌ  D?ା௫  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௫D?൰൨ 4-18 
 
D?ଶ௫ ൌ  െD?ା௫  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௫D?൰൨ 4-19 
 
D?ି௫ ൌ C?C?C?
C?C?ቈD?ଶ ൅ ቀ ?D?D?൅ D? ?൅ D?଴ቁଶ቉ ඥሺD?௔௫D?ሻଶ ൅ D?ଶD?௫D? C?C?C?
C?C?ଵ ଶ ?
 4-20 
 
D?ଷ௫ ൌ  D?ି௫  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௫D?൰൨ 4-21 
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D?ସ௫ ൌ  െD?ି௫  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௫D?൰൨ 4-22 
And similarly taking the Fourier transform of Equation 4-13, we have, 
 
D?ா௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ ෍ ൥൬ ?D?D?൅ D? ?൰ାஶ௠ୀ଴ൈ D?D?D?ሺെD?ଵ௠ሻ൫ ? ൅ D?ା௠ଶ ൅  ?D?ଵ௠൯ଵ ଶ ? ?D?ሺD?ଶ ൅ D?଴ଶሻଷ ଶ ? ൈ ൜ ൤D?ଶ௠ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ଶ௠ ? ൅ D?ଵ௠൰൨൅ D?  ൤D?ଶ௠ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ଶ௠ ? ൅ D?ଵ௠൰൨ൠ൩െ ෍ ൥൬ ?D?D?൅  ?D? ?൰ାஶ௠ୀ଴ൈ D?D?D?ሺെD?ଷ௠ሻ൫ ? ൅ D?ି௠ଶ ൅  ?D?ଷ௠൯ଵ ଶ ? ?D?ሺD?ଶ ൅ D?଴ଶሻଷ ଶ ? ൈ ൜ ൤D?ସ௠ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ସ௠ ? ൅ D?ଷ௠൰൨൅ D?  ൤D?ସ௠ െ ିଵ ൬ D?ସ௠ ? ൅ D?ଷ௠൰൨ൠ൩ 
4-23 
with  
 
D?ା௠ ൌ C?C?C?
C?C?ቈD?ଶ ൅ ቀ ?D?D?൅ D? ?ቁଶ቉ ඥሺD?௔௠D?ሻଶ ൅ D?ଶD?௠D? C?C?C?
C?C?ଵ ଶ ?
 4-24 
 
D?ଵ௠ ൌ  D?ା௠  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௠D?൰൨ 4-25 
 
D?ଶ௠ ൌ  െD?ା௠  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௠D?൰൨ 4-26 
 
D?ି௠ ൌ C?C?C?
C?C?ቈD?ଶ ൅ ቀ ?D?D?൅  ?D? ?ቁଶ቉ ඥሺD?௔௠D?ሻଶ ൅ D?ଶD?௠D? C?C?C?
C?C?ଵ ଶ ?
 4-27 
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D?ଷ௠ ൌ  D?ି௠  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௠D?൰൨ 4-28 
 
D?ସ௠ ൌ  െD?ି௠  ൤ ? ?ିଵ ൬ D?D?௔௠D?൰൨ 4-29 
Therefore, the Transmittance of fluorescence signal in the frequency domain 
can be written as, 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ  D?௫ሺD?ǡ D?Ȁ ?ǡ D?ሻ ൈ D?௠ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൈ ൤  ? െ D?D?D? ? ൅ሺD?D?ሻଶ൨ 4-30 
The phase shifts of excitation and emission light at the detector can be 
similarly obtained from the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform; 
D?௥ ൌ  ିଵ D?D?ሾD?௫ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻሿD?D?ሾD?௫ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻሿ ൌ D?D?D?்௉ௌிଵሺD?ሻD?ఠ ൌ ିଵ D?D?ሾD?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻሿD?D?ሾD?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻሿ ൌ  D?D?D?்௉ௌிହሺD?ሻ 4-31 
where D?௥ and D?ఠ are the phase shifts of excitation and emission light.  
Figure 4-9 summarises the calculations of the excitation and emission 
responses in the Standard configuration. TPSF1 represents the excitation light 
propagation from the source to detector (Equation 4-11) which through the 
Fourier Transform can be used to obtain the phase response.  
TPSF2 represents propagation of excitation light from the source to the 
fluorescence target plane. TPSF3 represents propagation of emission light 
from the fluorescence target plane to the detector. Convolving TPSF2, TPSF3 
and the fluorescence lifetime decay provides the TPSF of the emission light at 
the detector (TPSF5) (Equation 4-15). Taking the Fourier Transform provides 
the magnitude and phase response of the fluorescence at the detector. 
The difference between the excitation and emission phases (Equation 4-5) can 
then be used to calculate the fluorescence lifetime. 
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Standard Configuration 
Excitation
Standard Configuration 
Emission
TPSF2
Eq.4-12
TPSF3
Eq.4-13
Lifetime Decay
TPSF5
Eq.4-15
Convolve
TPSF5 
Eq. 4-15
FFT
Phase Response 
Eq. 4-31
TPSF1 
Eq.4-11
FFT
Phase Response 
Eq. 4-31
 
Figure 4-9 Flowchart to demonstrate calculation of the emission and excitation light using the 
Standard configuration
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4.4.2 Ultrasound modulated fluorescence lifetime model 
As discussed in section 4.3, in this case unmodulated CW excitation light 
illuminates the sample (Figure 4-4). An ultrasound wave is generated along 
the vertical direction and, through the mechanisms described by Yuan et al. 
[126], both the excitation and emission wavelengths become modulated at the 
frequency of the US. Recording the US modulated excitation and emission 
allows Equation 4-5 to be applied and this offers the potential for more 
accurate measurement of fluorescence lifetime.  
To compare with intensity modulated light input (Standard configuration), it is 
assumed the excitation light produces a stable and time independent 
illumination on the fluorescence target, so the ultrasonic-optical interaction 
can be modelled simply as an intensity modulated light source inside the 
medium. The ultrasound propagation direction is parallel to the tissue slab 
boundary. Figure 4-10 shows the geometry of the ultrasound associated model, 
which is the same as Figure 4-8(a), but assumes that both excitation and 
emission light is modulated by the ultrasound within the medium. Thus the 
modulated excitation light and emission light can be described by Figure 4-11. 
The only difference is due to the different optical properties at the emission 
and excitation wavelengths. 
 
Figure 4-10 Diffusion model geometry of ultrasound modulated light detected, seven dipole 
sources applied, two of them are shown in the figure. 
d 
D? ൌ  ?D?  ? ?  D? ൌ D?  ? ?  
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ 
 
Detector 
plane D? ൌ െ D?  ? ?  D? ൌ  ?D?  ? ?  Incident plane 
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Figure 4-11 (a) shows the TPSF obtained with the configuration shown in 
Figure 4-10 but at the excitation wavelength. The TPSF at the emission 
wavelength is shown in Figure 4-11 (b). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-11 (a) TPSF of ultrasound modulated excitation light detected (TPSF4); (b) TPSF of 
ultrasound modulated emission light detected (TPSF3). 
 
The flow chart describing light interaction with ultrasound is shown in Figure 
4-12. With ultrasound, the localized fluorophore is assumed to be a modulated 
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source embedded within the medium. TPSF6 is defined as the convolution of 
TPSF3 and the lifetime decay. 
 
USMOT Excitation
USMOT Emission
TPSF3
Lifetime Decay
TPSF6
Convolve
TPSF4
FFT
Phase Response 
Eq. 4-31
TPSF6
FFT
Phase Response 
Eq. 4-31
 
Figure 4-12 Flowchart of USMOT excitation and emission light processing 
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4.5 Results 
The simulation results are presented in this section, lifetimes are extracted 
from the phase shift detected. Four cases are considered (i) the Standard 
geometry without using the detected excitation light as a reference, (ii) the 
Standard geometry using the detected excitation light as a reference, (iii) 
USMOT without using the detected US modulated excitation light as a 
reference (iv) USMOT using the detected US modulated excitation light as a 
reference. The use of a reference relies on the assumption that the fluorescent 
target is sufficiently small as to not affect the properties of the medium. 
The optical properties applied in the simulation are shown in Table 4-1. In the 
majority of cases considered, it is assumed that a fluorophore with a 1ns 
lifetime is located at the mid-plane of the infinite slab. 
 
Table 4-1 Optical properties for the simulation in 10mm thick infinite slab scattering medium 
[5] ࣆ࢙ of excitation 120cm-1 ࣆࢇ of excitation 0.6cm-1 ࣆ࢙ of emission 80cm-1 ࣆࢇ of emission 0.5cm-1 
Anisotropy  g  0.9 
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4.5.1 Standard method (Non-USMOT) analysis 
Figure 4-13 shows a standard single-exponential decay with 1ns fluorescence 
lifetime obtained from equation 4-32.  D?஽௘௖௔௬ሺD?ሻ ൌ  D?଴D?ି௧ ఛ ? ǡD? ൒  ? 4-32 
where D?଴ is the intensity at t=0, t is time and Ĳ is the excited state lifetime. 
 
Figure 4-13 Lifetime decay at 1ns 
TPSF1 (excitation light detected) and TPSF5 (convolution of light entering the 
fluorophore, light emitted from the fluorophore and lifetime decay as shown in 
Figure 4-9) are shown in Figure 4-14. This represents the excitation and 
emission light detected. 
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(a) TPSF of detected excitation light (TPSF1) 
 
(b) TPSF of detected emission light  
Figure 4-14 TPSFs of non-USMOT excitation and emission (TPSF5) 
After applying the Fourier transform to TPSF1 and TPSF5, by applying 
Equation 4-31, the phase shift of the excitation and emission light are shown 
in Figure 4-15. 
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(a) Phase shift of excitation light detected, D?௥ 
 
      
(b) Phase shift of emission light detected, D?ఠ 
Figure 4-15 Phase shift calculated from Standard configuration excitation and emission light 
The phase shifts of the detected fluorescence emission, measured over a wide 
range of frequencies are shown in Figure 4-15. The phase shift of excitation 
light D?௥ is mainly due to the scattering effect. As the optical length is fixed, 
higher input frequency leads to a relatively larger phase shift. Hence, it looks 
linear in Figure 4-15(a).  The phase shift of emission light D?ఠcontributes from 
both scattering and fluorescence lifetime decay. It has a steeper slope with 
increasing frequencies at the beginning which is shown in Figure 4-15(b).  
To calculate the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorescent target without using a 
reference the phase of the detection fluorescence emission light D?ఠ  is 
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substituted into Equations 4-3. The lifetime values extracted at different 
wavelengths using phase are shown in Figure 4-16. 
  
 
Figure 4-16 1ns lifetime extracted without using the detected excitation light as a reference 
 
As shown in Figure 4-16 the lifetime extracted in the low frequency range is 
closer to the actual value. As the frequency is increased, the phase shift 
approaches 90 degrees which makes it more difficult to measure. 
In the previous literature [82], the experiments were carried out under low 
scattering conditions, in which the phase shift due to scattering can be ignored. 
But as seen from Figure 4-16 above, the phase shift resulting from a heavily 
scattering medium is comparable to that of the lifetime, so an error is 
introduced if the phase shift calculation is made relative to the input signal. 
It is therefore useful to use the detected excitation light as a reference and to 
apply equations 4-3 and 4-31 to obtain fluorescence lifetime. Figure 4-17 
compares the case with and without this reference. It can be seen that for 
phase shift, the lifetime extracted with reference to the detected excitation 
light is more accurate especially under in the higher frequency range. 
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Figure 4-17 1ns lifetime extracted with and without reference 
 
 
4.5.2 USMOT analysis 
TPSF4 and TPSF6 are shown below which represents the ultrasound 
modulated excitation and emission light detected. 
 
(a) TPSF output of ultrasound modulated excitation light detected (TPSF4) 
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(b) TPSF output of ultrasound modulated emission light detected (TPSF6) 
Figure 4-18 TPSF output of USMOT excitation and emission light detected 
 
After a FFT is applied to the signal, the phase shift is shown in Figure 4-19. 
Similar to Figure 4-15, the D?௥  is linearly increased with modulation 
frequencies and D?ఠ has a steeper slope which results from the lifetime decay.   
 
(a) Phase shift of ultrasound modulated excitation light detected, D?௥ 
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(b) Phase shift of ultrasound modulated emission light detected, D?ఠ 
Figure 4-19  Phase shift calculated from ultrasound modulated excitation and emission light 
 
Figure 4-20 1ns lifetime extracted with and without reference & ultrasound 
Figure 4-20 shows the lifetimes extracted for all four cases considered (i) the 
Standard geometry without using the detected excitation light as a reference, 
(ii) the Standard geometry using the detected excitation light as a reference, 
(iii) USMOT without using the detected US modulated excitation light as a 
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reference (iv) USMOT using the detected US modulated excitation light as a 
reference. The USMOT case with a reference provides the most accurate 
estimation of fluorescence lifetime.  
4.5.3 Optical parameters variation  
In this section, a series of simulations are run to investigate the effect that 
varying the optical properties has on the calculated fluorescence lifetimes. In 
all cases a 10mm thick infinite slab geometry is considered. 
 
(a) 1ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ?D?D?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
 
(b) 1ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
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(c) 1ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?D㼇?ିଵ 
Figure 4-21 Fluorescence lifetime for different optical properties 
 
Based on Figure 4-21, a number of observations can be made,  
a) The lifetime extracted with reference to the detected excitation light is 
beneficial when trying to obtain fluorescence lifetime in a heavily 
scattering medium. 
b) More accurate results are obtained at relatively low frequency. 
c) The lifetime cannot be extracted by phase shift at high frequency (൒ 
100MHz) in a heavily scattering medium. 
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4.5.4 Applicability for different fluorophores 
In this section a series of fluorophores with different lifetimes are investigated. 
The range of lifetime is selected from 0.3ns to 25.1ns as shown in Table 4-2, 
which covers most of the known fluorophore lifetimes. 
Table 4-2 Typical fluorophores with lifetime 
Fluorophore Lifetime[ns] 
Alexa Fluor 647 1.0 
CY3 0.3 
Rhodamine 110 4.0 
SeTau-404-NHS 9.3 
Ethidium Bromide + ssDNA 25.1 
 
Figure 4-22 shows the lifetimes extracted from different fluorophores. The 
extraction accuracy gets worse as the frequency of ultrasound increases, 
especially for the fluorophores with long lifetime (൐5ns). 
 
(a) 1ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
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(b) 0.3ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
 
(c) 4ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
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(d) 9.3ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
 
 
(e) 25.1ns Lifetime extracted by phase shift with and without reference & ultrasound 
with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ 
Figure 4-22 Fluorescence lifetime for different fluorophores 
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  Table 4-3 Lifetimes extracted at different frequencies 
Lifetime[ns] 
Lifetime Extracted [ns] 
100MHz 200MHz 300MHz 
1.0 0.982 0.962 0.938 
0.3 0.286 0.284 0.282 
4.0 3.914 3.624 3.310 
9.3 8.909 7.549 6.268 
25.1 22.548 15.559 10.537 
 
As seen from Table 4-3, the extraction accuracy is around 95% (4ns lifetime) 
with 100MHz ultrasound frequency which is achievable with practical 
instrumentation. The accuracy reduces to 90% when the frequency increases 
to 200MHz. For long lifetime fluorophores, the extraction accuracy drop 
quickly with increasing modulation frequencies. 
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4.6 Discussion 
Figure 4-15 shows the frequency response of the excitation and emission 
wavelengths. Even without a fluorescence target, phase shifts exist due to the 
light scattering, which result in an inaccuracy when using these parameters to 
extract fluorescence lifetime.   
If the detected excitation light is used as a reference, as shown in Figure 4-17, 
it can help to reduce the effect of scattering and error in the measurement of 
the fluorescence lifetime decay in a heavily scattering medium. For ultrasound 
modulated fluorescence, the ultrasound focus can be understood as a 
modulated light source situated at the US focus in the middle of the slab. 
Compared to the Standard configurations, the shorter propagation distance to 
the detector leads to an increase in the lifetime extraction accuracy. 
While varying the optical properties as shown in Figure 4-21, the lifetime 
extracted deviated from the true value more strongly with increasing scattering 
coefficients.  
Fluorophores with different lifetimes are investigated as well. As seen in 
Figure 4-22, the extraction accuracy gets worse as the frequency of ultrasound 
increases. The phase shift goes quickly beyond 90 degrees especially for the 
lifetimes above 5ns. This does not occur when the lifetime is short (Figure 
4-22(b)), but in this case the phase shift caused by the scattering is comparable 
to that from the lifetime, which degrades the accuracy of extraction. However, 
this can be improved by taking the excitation output as a reference as 
discussed previously. 
A lower modulation frequency offers a better accuracy (Table 4-3). The 
extraction accuracy is around 95% (4ns lifetime) with 100MHz ultrasound 
frequency which is achievable with practical instrumentation. The accuracy 
reduces to 90% when the frequency increases to 200MHz.  
Therefore, the optimized condition for this approach would be a fluorophore 
with moderate lifetime ( ൑  4ns) being modulated by ultrasound with low 
frequency (൑ 100MHz).  
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4.7 Conclusion 
The primary aim of this chapter is to introduce a novel lifetime extraction 
technique and investigate its performance in comparison to conventional 
frequency domain fluorometry. It has been shown that at low scatterer 
concentrations, the lifetime decay dominates and extraction is accurate 
whereas at high scatterer concentrations, demodulation and phase shift caused 
by the light scattering is comparable to that due to the lifetime, which results 
in errors. 
This chapter shows a simulation of lifetime measurements in heavily 
scattering media. Taking the detected excitation light as a reference improves 
the accuracy. However, this approach is difficult to achieve in practice as the 
fluorophores can never be removed from tissue. It therefore relies on the 
fluorophore not affecting the optical properties of the medium. 
Ultrasound modulated fluorescence improves the lifetime extraction accuracy. 
This approach can be considered to introduce an intensity modulated light 
source at the US focus that illuminates isotropically within the medium. This 
shortens the source detector distance compared to the original configuration 
and therefore the effect of scattering is reduced.  
This approach has been tested under single fluorophore condition. For a single 
fluorophore, the extraction accuracy is improved by 5% as seen from Figure 
4-20 (b) with 200MHz ultrasound frequency and with D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ , D?௔௘௫ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ, D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ?D㼇?ିଵ and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ. This ratio goes up to 
25% when the optical properties increased to D?௦௘௫ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ , D?௔௘௫ ൌ ?Ǥ ?D㼇?ିଵ , D?௦௘௠ ൌ  ? ? ?D㼇?ିଵ  and D?௔௘௠ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?D㼇?ିଵ  (Figure 4-21 (c)) in a 
heavily scattering medium. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
5 Optimising fluorescence imaging of deep 
tissue 
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5.1 Introduction 
Fluorescence imaging, considered as a technique to achieve non-invasive 
quantitation and visualization of molecular processes is an important research 
direction. As discussed in section 2.4.1, several infrared and far-red 
fluorescent dyes have been reported during last decade with high-brightness, 
far-red emission spectra, excellent pH resistance and photostability [56-62]. 
Many researchers focus on this near-infrared fluorescence imaging driven by 
its deep penetration, low autofluorescence and reduced scattering and 
absorption, which further leads to a higher detected SNR. However, spatial 
resolution is another crucial element within imaging techniques. This chapter 
aims to find out the optimized selection of fluorophores and corresponding 
excitation light source based on an investigation of both the SNR and spatial 
resolution observed for different optical properties. These are then related to 
visible and near infrared wavelengths. 
The excitation methods of fluorescence imaging system can be classified 
generally into two categories ± full field imaging[147] and scanning [148]. As 
shown in Figure 5-1(a), most of the current commercial imaging systems use a 
laser with lens or a Xenon lamps to supply a full field excitation and capture 
images with a CCD or high speed CMOS camera (ImHD camera by PTi). This 
type of imaging system has been widely used especially in fluorescence 
imaging for its deep penetration depth (̚5cm). 
However, a scanning system called the moving-head scanner  has been 
developed recently for its great improvement of minimizing spatial distortion 
(FMT series by Perkin Elmer). As shown in Figure 5-1(b), the light from the 
laser passes a mirror before hitting the sample. The sample is illuminated 
across its width as the scan head moves along the scan head rail. The entire 
sample is illuminated by the scan head, laser and mirror tracking the length of 
the sample. It uses an optical mechanism that is equidistant from the sample. 
This means that the angle and path length of the excitation beam is identical at 
any point on the sample. This eliminates variations in power density and 
spatial distortion common with full field systems but with longer scanning 
times. Two types of fluorescence imaging systems (full field illumination and 
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scanning) are modelled and compared in this chapter for their ability to resolve 
two fluorescence targets and the SNR. 
                             
(a) Full-field system                            (b) Scanning system 
Figure 5-1 The configurations of Full-field and illumination systems 
The theoretical basis of parameters selection is discussed in section 5.2. The 
Monte Carlo model of full field illumination (FI) system and scanning input 
(SI) system are presented in section 5.3 for its flexible geometry and ability to 
generate 2D images, and the diffusion models are applied in section 5.4 to 
investigate a broad range of D?௦ and D?௔. A comparison between two imaging 
systems are presented in section 5.5 while the optimized wavelength selection 
is discussed in section 5.6 with the conclusion in section 5.7 
5.2 Optical windows within visible and infrared 
spectra 
Generally, the absorbance of tissue is the sum of contributions from all 
absorbing components present. In living, non-pigmented tissue, the major NIR 
absorbers are water, lipids, oxy-haemoglobin and deoxy-haemoglobin, with 
the absolute value of D?௔  depending on the molar concentration of each 
component and their respective absorption coefficients.  
Previous literature reports the measurement of absorption coefficients of in 
vivo tissue. Wilson extracted the properties by using light spatial and temporal 
distributions [ 149 , 150 ]. Yablon et al. applied a technique called 
interferometric photothermal spectroscopy (IPTS) to measure absorption 
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coefficients [151], in which an interferometer is applied to measure surface 
displacement resulting from thermal expansion induced by a laser pulse. 
However this technique requires a non-scattering medium. Much research has 
been carried out within this area mainly based on fibre optic techniques [152, 
153, 154]. Wang et al. reported the absorption coefficients of chicken breast 
within the visible spectra (400-800nm) [ 155 ], while Fantini et al. has 
measured the  D?௔  of human forearms in the wavelength range 633-841 nm 
[156]. Tuchin [5] and Cheong et al. [157] have tabulated the optical properties 
of a wide range of tissues in the wavelength range mainly from 600nm to 
1500nm. For the near infrared range, Tsai reports the optical spectra from 
900nm to 1350nm [158]. However, the results vary from 0.12cm-1 to 1.45cm-1 
due to the type of tissue, blood concentration and experimental tolerance. As 
Oxy- and Deoxy-haemoglobin are considered to be the major absorbers within 
the tissue, the equation derived by Claridge et al. [159] can be applied to 
calculate the wavelength dependent absorption coefficient. 
 
 Ɋୟሺɉሻ ൌ    ? ?ୌୠୌୠ ቀȽɂୌୠ୓మሺɉሻ ൅ ሺ ? െ Ƚሻɂୌୠሺɉሻቁ 5-1 
 
where D?ு௕  is the volume fraction of the blood in tissue, D?ு௕  is the 
concentration of haemoglobin per litre of blood, D? is the haemoglobin 
saturation, and D?ு௕ைమ and D?ு௕ are the wavelength dependant molar extinction 
of oxy-haemoglobin and haemoglobin.  
Characteristics from 200nm to 1000nm illustrated in Figure 5-2 were compiled 
by Prahl [157, 160] using the data from Gratzer and Kollias [161]. 
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Figure 5-2 Optical characteristics of human haemoglobin. Using data from Gratzer and 
Kollias [161]. 
For the measurement of D?௦, Wang et al. has reported the reduced scattering 
coefficients D?௦ᇱ  of chicken breast within 400-800nm [155]. Matcher et al. made 
measurements in the near infrared range of  D?௦ᇱ  for adult human forearm, calf 
and head between 760nm and 900nm [162]. Mourant et al. cover a broad 
range from near UV to the near IR on tissue phantoms [163]. Unlike D?௔, the 
results are quite consistent for all the literature with D?௦  falling as the 
wavelength increases. 
Referring to  the results from previous literature, the scattering and absorption 
coefficients of in vivo tissue properties in visible wavelength are in the range 
of 80cm-1 to 140cm-1 and 0.2cm-1 to 0.8cm-1 respectively. And they are in the 
range of 20cm-1 to 80cm-1 and 0 to 0.6cm-1 within the infrared wavelength 
range. Parameters in these ranges are applied in following simulations. 
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5.3 Monte Carlo simulation setup 
In this section, two illumination systems are presented and compared based on 
the spatial resolution and SNR. The signal here is defined as the photon 
fluence. Assuming shot noise limited detection, the noise is proportional to the 
square root of  the photon fluence. SNR is defined as  
 
D?D?D? ൌ D? ?D? 5-2 
where F is the total photon fluence. 
5.3.1 Full field illumination (FI) system 
As discussed in section 2.4.3, Welch et al. have presented a model with 
uniformly distributed fluorescence in a semi-infinite medium and assumed that 
an excitation photon can be either scattered to another position or be absorbed 
and gets a chance to regenerate a photon at the emission wavelength. The 
probability depends on the QY of the fluorophore [109, 110]. 
:DQJ¶V PRGHO >21] is popular and commonly applied for its computational 
efficiency. The model itself does not reflect the propagation of photons in a 
scattering medium as a photon cannot be split into fractions. In WDQJ¶VPRGHO
a photon loss fraction of weight at each moves and will never disappear. 
Hence the roulette technique is applied when the weight of the photon is too 
VPDOO :HOFK¶V PRGHO >109] better represents photon propagation in a 
scattering medium but needs longer computational time. However, this model 
can be easily adapted when fluorescence is introduced. 
Following the concept from Welch et al., a Monte Carlo model with slab 
geometry and localized fluorescence targets is designed. The fluorescence 
targets in the simulation are assumed to be two spherical objects (radius 
0.2cm), which allows investigation of the trend of resolution and SNR changes 
when the optical parameters vary. A three dimensional Monte Carlo 
simulation is applied to illustrate the practical situation. The simulation 
configuration is shown below in Figure 5-3. 
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 Figure 5-3 Simulation configuration of FI system 
 
Figure 5-4 Standard deviation via number of photons input (FI system) 
A fixed separation between the fluorescent targets is maintained at 1.0cm. The 
quantum yield (QY) is set to 40% which is consistent with the one used in 
Chapter 4. The thickness of the tissue slab is 2cm. Based on the standard 
deviation curve (Figure 5-4), one billion photons uniformly illuminate on a 
circular area which is 1.5cm in radius. Depending on the emergence angle and 
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position, photons are filtered to ensure that only photons collected by the 
imaging lens are retained. For these retained photons a one to one mapping of 
spatial position on the boundary of the tissue slab to the image plane is 
assumed. Optical parameters and embedded object depth, D, vary while the 
emission light images are produced in both reflection and transmission. In this 
model, as D?௔ of excitation and emission light are different, the absorption is 
taken into account during the light propagation. Before a photon hits the 
fluorescent target, the photon can be fully absorbed or scattered to another 
position with full weight.  
Once a photon hits fluorescent target, the probability of the three choices are 
determined by the QY and the ratio of D?௔ and D?௦. 
When excitation light enters the fluorescent targets: 
 C?C?C?
C?C?D?D?െ D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D? ? ൏ D? ൑D?D?D?D㼇?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?൏ ? ൑D?D?൅ ሺ ? െD?D?ሻ כ D?௦ ?௘௫D?௦ ?௘௫ ൅ D?௔ ?௘௫D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?൅ ሺ െD?D?ሻ כ D?௦ ?௘௫D?௦ ?௘௫ ൅ D?௔ ?௘௫ ൏ D? ൏  ? 5-3 
where D? is a random number in the range of (0 , 1).  
A fraction of a photon is absorbed during this process and the remainder will 
continue propagating as discussed in section 3.2.4. 
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5.3.1.1 Results 
Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-7 show the map of photon fluence detected under full 
field illumination with two fluorescence targets embedded inside the tissue 
slab. 
Figure 5-5 shows images of the medium with D?௦ and D?௔ of excitation equal to 
100cm-1 and 0.6cm-1 respectively with anisotropy g = 0.9. The values chosen 
are close to the optical properties of human muscle at 660nm [5].  Fluorescent 
targets are embedded at 0.6cm depth. 
(a) Reflectance with emission optical properties D?௦= 20cm-1 and D?௔  = 
0.1cm-1 
(b) Transmittance with emission optical properties D?௦= 20cm-1 and D?௔ = 
0.1cm-1 
(c) Reflectance with emission optical properties D?௦= 20cm-1 and D?௔  = 
0.3cm-1  
(d) Transmittance with emission optical properties D?௦= 20cm-1 and D?௔ = 
0.3cm-1 
(e) Reflectance with emission optical properties D?௦= 60cm-1 and D?௔  = 
0.3cm-1  
(f) Transmittance with emission optical properties D?௦= 60cm-1 and D?௔ = 
0.3cm-1 
The same optical parameters are applied in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, but with 
embedded object depths of 1cm and 1.4cm respectively. 
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(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-5 Photon fluence with full field illumination D?௦ ?௘௫ = 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.6cm-1 and g 
= 0.9 at 6mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-6 Photon fluence with full field illumination D?௦ ?௘௫ = 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.6cm-1 and g 
= 0.9 at 10mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-7 Photon fluence detected with full field illumination D?௦ ?௘௫= 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 
0.6cm-1 and g = 0.9 at 14mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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Table 5-1 SNR at different target depth and emission optical properties 
Depth 
Emission 
Optical 
Properties 
Reflection Transmission 
Sig.       
(10-15J/cm2) 
Noi.  
(10-8 
J/cm2) 
SNR 
(dB) 
Sig.       
(10-15J/cm2) 
Noi.   
(10-8 
J/cm2) 
SNR 
(dB) 
6mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 & D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 422.10 64.97 -123.75 178.96 42.30 -127.47 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 264.65 51.44 -125.77 76.82 27.72 -131.15 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 179.88 42.41 -127.45 24.79 15.75 -136.06 
10mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 50.09 22.38 -133.00 49.70 22.29 -133.04 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 25.41 15.94 -135.95 25.39 15.94 -135.95 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 11.89 10.90 -139.25 11.76 10.85 -139.30 
14mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 5.61 7.49 -142.51 12.90 11.36 -138.90 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 2.36 4.86 -146.28 8.12 9.01 -140.91 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 0.76 2.76 -151.17 5.42 7.36 -142.66 
 
5.3.1.2 Discussion 
The results from Monte Carlo simulations show the map of the photon fluence 
detected and the corresponding SNR. There is no quantitative comparison 
made of the spatial resolution through the images. However, some 
observations can be made from Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-7. When the objects 
separation is fixed at 1.2cm, the spatial resolution gets worse in reflection 
mode as the depth increases (Figure 5-5 (e) and Figure 5-7 (e)) but the 
resolution in transmission mode gets better on the other hand (Figure 5-5 (f) 
and Figure 5-7 (f)). The worst resolution obtained while the objects are buried 
in the middle of tissue slab (Figure 5-6). It can similarly be understood as the 
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µEDQDQDVKDSH¶of light propagation. As the targets move closer to the source 
or detector, the resolution gets better. 
The effect of varying the optical parameters may be mostly clearly seen with 
reference to Figure 5-5. An increased D?௦ leads to an increase of total photon 
path length, whilst a higher D?௔ increases the loss during each single move. The 
Monte Carlo simulation results show that increasing either of them will reduce 
the photon fluence detected in both reflection and transmission. In terms of the 
spatial resolution, comparing Figure 5-5 (a) with Figure 5-5 (c), the increase of D?௔  results in a better resolution which can be understood as D?௔  stops the 
photons with long trajectory reaching the boundary. 
Comparing the Figure 5-5 with Figure 5-7, the depth of the targets is the most 
crucial element in terms of the photon fluence detected. As the depth gets 
deeper, light propagates over a large volume and fewer photons enter the 
fluorescence target, which results in a fewer photons detected in both 
reflection and transmission. However, good spatial resolution is obtained in 
the transmission image, as the fluorescence target is near the other side of the 
boundary. 
From the results in Table 5-1, the increased target depth leads to a lower SNR 
in both reflection and transmission, as the probability is higher for a photon to 
be absorbed in the medium with longer path length. Generally, either 
increased D?௦ or D?௔ results in a lower SNR, but this effect is not that obvious 
when the target is located near boundaries (-123.75dB to -127.45dB in 
reflection and -138.9dB to -142.66dB in transmission). The embedded depth 
change has greater influence on reflection than that in transmission which can 
be understood because of the higher photon density near the incident boundary.  
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5.3.2 Scanning input (SI) system 
The SI system setup is shown in Figure 5-8. The size of the detector is 1cm in 
radius, all the light that reaches the detector will be integrated and represents 
the intensity corresponding to the input position. Light illuminates from a 
single point normally to the tissue slab, and will scan over a twenty by twenty 
point grid to form an image. 350K photons are launched into the tissue slab 
from one single point according to Figure 5-9.  
 
Figure 5-8 Simulation configuration of scanning input system 
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Figure 5-9 Standard deviation via number of photons input (SI system) 
The geometry of the setup is the same as the FI system. The size of the 
fluorescence target is assumed 0.4cm in diameter, a fixed separation between 
the fluorescence targets is maintained at 1.0cm. The quantum yield (QY) is set 
to 40%. The thickness of the tissue slab is 2cm. Optical parameters and 
embedded depth varies while the emission light images are produced in both 
reflection and transmission.  
Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-12 show images of the medium obtained with the SI 
system using the same optical properties applied in FI system. D?௦ and D?௔ for 
the excitation light are 100cm-1 and 0.6cm-1 respectively and g = 0.9. 
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5.3.2.1 Results 
 
 
(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-10 Photon fluence with scanning input D?௦ ?௘௫ = 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.6cm-1 and g = 0.9 
at 6mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-11 Photon fluence with scanning input D?௦ ?௘௫ = 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.6cm-1 and g = 0.9 
at 10mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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(a) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
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(e) Reflected image with D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
 
(f) Transmitted image with  D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-12 Photon fluence with scanning input D?௦ ?௘௫ = 100cm-1, D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.6cm-1 and g = 0.9 
at 14mm embedded depth and 20mm slab thickness. 
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Table 5-2 SNR at different target depth and excitation optical properties 
Depth 
Excitation 
Optical 
Properties 
Reflection Transmission 
Sig.        
(10-15J/cm2) 
Noi.  
(10-8 
J/cm2) 
SNR 
(dB) 
Sig.        
(10-15J/cm2) 
Noi.   
(10-8 
J/cm2) 
SNR 
(dB) 
6mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 206.65 45.46 -126.85 87.67 29.61 -130.57 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 129.49 35.99 -128.88 37.63 19.40 -134.25 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 88.34 29.72 -130.54 12.15 11.02 -139.15 
10mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 24.59 15.68 -136.09 24.58 15.68 -136.09 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 12.58 11.22 -139.00 12.44 11.15 -139.05 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 5.85 7.65 -142.33 5.77 7.60 -142.38 
14mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1cm-1 2.79 5.29 -145.54 6.52 8.07 -141.86 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 1.20 3.46 -149.21 4.02 6.34 -143.95 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.3cm-1 0.39 1.98 -154.05 2.68 5.18 -145.72 
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5.3.2.2 Discussion  
Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-12 demonstrate that depth plays a more significant 
role here compared to the FI system. It can be understood as fewer photons are 
converted to the emission wavelength. Because of the integrated detector, the 
exit position of emission photons is not a significant effect, and the amount of 
excitation photons reaching the targets is more important in a SI system.  
Comparing Figure 5-10 with Figure 5-5, when the fluorescence targets are 
near the incident boundary, the excitation photons can easily reach them which 
leads to an excellent spatial resolution in both reflective (Figure 5-10 (c) with 
Figure 5-5 (c)) and transmitted (Figure 5-10 (d) with Figure 5-5 (d)) image.  
The spatial resolution degrades rapidly in both reflection and transmission as 
the depth increases. The excitation light is absorbed by the medium more 
easily than emission due to a higher D?௦ and D?௔. Deeper targets lead to a longer 
excitation trajectory and more photons get absorbed.  
Considering Table 5-2, the SNR (dB) in reflection drops approximately 10dB 
as the depth increases at a step of 4mm while it is generally stable in 
transmission which is similar to the results of FI system. Besides, the SNR 
drops in both reflection and transmission as the D?௦ ?௘௠  and D?௔ ?௘௠  increased 
from 20cm-1 and 0.1cm-1 to 60cm-1 and 0.3cm-1, but it is the secondary effect 
compared to the change of depth especially when the targets locate near the 
boundaries, which is equivalent to the FI system. 
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5.4 Diffusion model Setup 
The previous section shows the Monte Carlo results for a range of optical 
properties. In order to investigate and evaluate the SNR and spatial resolution 
for different wavelengths, the simulation should be run with a wide range of D?௔ and D?௦. The analytical model with diffusion approximation is applied here 
to save time and produce smoother curves. Two model configurations are 
developed to simulate the fluorescence targets inside the tissue being excited 
and then the emitting light at another wavelength to investigate and compare 
the effect on SNR and spatial resolution ZKLOVW WKHIOXRUHVFHQW WDUJHWV¶GHSWK
and optical properties vary.    
5.4.1 Model description 
To investigate the spatial resolution and SNR, two fluorescence targets are 
buried into the tissue slab, which is parallel to the slab boundary. The depth 
and separation between the two fluorescence targets are varied. 
The model presented in this section is a two stage diffusion model propagating 
a Green¶s function to the target plane at the excitation wavelength and then 
SURSDJDWLQJIURPWKHWDUJHWWRWKHRXWSXWSODQHVXVLQJ*UHHQ¶VIXQFWLRQVDWWKH
emission wavelengths. To meet both boundaries at incident and detector plane, 
an infinite series of dipole photon sources need to be added as discussed by 
Eason et al. [164]. When a light pulse launches from one side of the scattering 
medium, a TPSF can be obtained at the target plane using the Equation 4-12. 
By summing the fluence of each time interval of the TPSF, the overall fluence 
at the fluorescent target plane is obtained. Similarly, the fluorescence targets 
can be treated as light sources, and contribute to a TPSF at each point of the 
boundary. As discussed in Chapter 4, as the boundary condition D? ൌ  ? is 
applied, it is appropriate to calculate the flux at the detector plane. The integral 
of the TPSF will give detected fluorescence emission signal.  
Figure 5-13 (a) below shows a diffusion model, where the excitation light 
pulse launches from one side of the scattering medium. And the spatial 
distribution of excitation light at the mid-plane is presented in Figure 5-13 (b). 
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    (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-13 (a) Diffusion model geometry of collimated light beam illuminates a 2cm tissue 
slab, seven dipole sources applied, two of them are shown in the figure;. (b) Spatial 
distribution at the mid-plane of the slab. 
Figure 5-14 (a) shows the geometry and corresponding spatial distribution at 
the incident boundary while two isotropic point sources which represent the 
two fluorescent targets are located at the mid-plane of the tissue slab. The 
intensity of the light source will be scaled using the excitation output at the 
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mid-plane. The spatial distribution represents the reflectance detected of 
emission wavelength and is shown in Figure 5-14 (b). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-14 (a) Diffusion model geometry of point sources in the mid-plane illuminate 
isotropically, infinite dipole sources applied, two of them are shown in the figure; (b) Spatial 
distribution at the incident boundary. 
 
With closer fluorescent targets separation, the light intensity within the 
detector plane is getting higher but with poorer spatial resolution. In contrast, 
better spatial resolution with poorer light intensity can be obtained by moving 
one target away from the other. With scanning light illumination and 
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integrated detectors, Figure 5-15 shows emission light distribution. The green 
curve below represents the sum of the detected light from the two fluorescence 
targets. 
 
                                             (a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 5-15 Spatial light distribution of two fluorescent targets emission 
In this chapter, the spatial resolution is defined as the minimum separation of 
two targets that can still be perceived as separate by an observer. Based on the 
Sparrow criterion [165], the minimum separation D?௠௜௡  achieved when the 
point two curves overlapped equals full-width half maximum (FWHM). The 
lower the value, the better the resolution. The definition of SNR here is the 
same as defined in section 5.3.  
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5.4.2 Full field illumination system 
The first configuration introduced is based on the most commonly used 
fluorescence imaging system as shown in Figure 5-16.  
The semi-infinite homogenous tissue slab is 2cm thick, with two fluorescence 
targets embedded at D cm in depth and L cm in separation. Multiple excitation 
sources are placed along the left boundary to perform full field illumination. If 
the separation of the light sources is small enough, the light distribution at the 
fluorescence plane can be assumed to be uniform. Hence the fluorescence 
targets become two isotropic point sources in the medium. The reflected 
emission light is collected by an imaging detector. The quantum yield (QY) of 
the fluorescent target is set to 40%, which is as same as the QY in the Monte 
Carlo simulation. The optical properties and depth varies over the range shown 
in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 Range of parameters vary in the simulation 
 
Minimum Step Maximum ࣆ࢙ of excitation 80cm-1 5cm-1 140cm-1 ࣆࢇ of excitation 0.2cm-1 0.05cm-1 0.8cm-1 ࣆ࢙ of emission 20cm-1 5cm-1 80cm-1 ࣆࢇ of emission 0cm-1 0.05cm-1 0.6cm-1 
D 0.6cm 0.05cm 1.4cm 
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Figure 5-16 Simulation configuration of full field illumination 
5.4.2.1 Results    
The results compare the spatial resolution and SNR over a broad range of 
scattering, absorption coefficients and target depth.  
Figure 5-17 (a) shows the spatial resolution against scattering and absorption 
coefficients of emission, with g = 0.9,  D?௔ and D?௦ of excitation equal 0.2cm-1 
and 80cm-1 respectively and D = 0.6cm.  
(b) is the same as (a) but with a higher  D?௔ and D?௦ of excitation. D?௔ = 0.8 cm-1 
and D?௦ = 140cm-1.  
By applying the same optical parameters as (a) and (b), (c)  and (d) show the 
spatial resolution with D = 1.0cm, while (e) and (f) show the spatial resolution 
with D = 1.4cm.  
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(a) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
 
(b) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
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(c) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
 
(d) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
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(e) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
 
(f) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
Figure 5-17  Minimum separations to resolve the two objects in FI system against the optical 
parameters of emission wavelength. 
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Figure 5-18 is similar but shows the SNR detected against the optical 
parameters.  
 
 
(a) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
 
(b) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
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(c) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
 
(d) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
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(e) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
 
(f) D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.8 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 140cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
Figure 5-18 SNR detected in FI system against the optical parameters of emission wavelength. 
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5.4.2.2 Discussion 
Figure 5-17 shows how spatial resolution changes while the optical parameters 
and fluorophore position vary over a wide range. Comparing Figure 5-17 (a) 
with (b), as either D?௦   or D?௔  of the excitation wavelengh changes, the 
resolution does not change because of the uniform light distribution within the 
tissue slab. In practice the presence of the fluorescent targets does affect the 
distribution across the object plane but, due to the limitations of the model, is 
neglected in this case. 
As the D?௔ of emission increases from 0 to 0.6cm-1, the FWHM of spatial light 
distribution at the surface gets narrower which results in the improvement of 
spatial resolution e.g. moving down along the vertical axis in Figure 5-17 (a). 
The resolution will get better with a relatively high D?௔, because the photons 
with longer trajectories will be fully absorbed within the medium and never 
reach the boundary. Moreover, if the D?௦  of emission increases, the trend of 
spatial resolution will fully depend on the value of  D?௔. Seen from Figure 5-17 
(a), the resolution stays the same when D?௔ is low (smaller than 0.1 cm-1 ), and 
it improves when D?௔  is relatively high, which can be understood as the 
increased D?௦ leads to fewer photons being detected. 
The three sub-figures (a), (c) and (e) shows the change of resolution with 
different depth of the embeded fluorophore. With fixed D?௦ and D?௔, when depth 
increases from 0.6 to 1.4cm, the separations need to resolve the two objects 
have, on average, increased by 25%. 
Figure 5-18 shows the SNR for the same optical parameters shown in Figure 
5-17. It is demonstrated that the increases of either D?௦ or D?௔ of excitation leads 
to fewer photons entering the fluorophore (fewer photons emitted, lower 
intensity detected and worse SNR obtained).  
The same conclusion can be drawn while D?௦ or D?௔ of emission increases. As 
either of them increases, more photons will be absorbed and the intensity of 
the detected light decreases which leads to a -6dB reduction in SNR. A 4mm 
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increase in fluorescent target depth results in a -15dB reduction in SNR as 
well. 
5.4.3 Scanning input system 
An alternative configuration is the scanning input system which has similar 
setup but with different illumination and detection geometries as illustrated in 
Figure 5-19. A narrow collimated beam is normally incident on the surface of 
a semi-infinite slab, and scanning is performed with a step size of 0.2mm over 
the range of -2cm to 2cm. Two fluorescent objects are embedded in the slab 
with the separation L cm. At each scan position the integrated detector collects 
the emitted light to form an image. The detector is fixed and radius is set to 
1cm which is comparable to many photomultiplier tubes. 
    
 
Figure 5-19 Simulation configuration of scanning input system 
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5.4.3.1 Results 
The resolution detected using a SI system is shown in Figure 5-20. Each sub-
figure demonstrates the spatial resolution against excitation parameters. Figure 
5-20 (a) shows the spatial resolution against scattering and absorption 
coefficients of excitation, with g = 0.9,  D?௔ and D?௦ of emission equal 0cm-1 and 
20cm-1 respectively and D = 0.6cm.  
(b) is the same as (a) but with a higher  D?௔ and D?௦ of emission. D?௔ = 0.6 cm-1 
and D?௦ = 80cm-1.  
By applying the same optical parameters as (a) and (b), (c)  and (d) show the 
spatial resolution with D = 1.0cm, while (e) and (f) show the spatial resolution 
with D = 1.4cm. 
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(a) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
 
(b) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 0.6cm   
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(c) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
 
(d) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
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(e) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
 
(f) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
Figure 5-20 Minimum separation to resolve the two objects in SI system against the optical 
parameters of emission wavelength. 
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Figure 5-21 is similar but shows the SNR detected against the optical 
parameters. 
   
(a) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
 
(b) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 0.6cm 
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(c) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
 
(d) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.0cm 
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(e) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
 
(f) D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.6 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 80cm-1 and D = 1.4cm 
Figure 5-21 SNR detected in SI system against the optical parameters of excitation 
wavelength 
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5.4.3.2 Discussion 
As illustrated in Figure 5-20, using a SI system, the resolution stays the same 
while either D?௦ or D?௔ of emission is changed, which is the reverse for the FI 
illumination system which is independent of excitation wavelength. The D?௔ of 
emission works as a scaling factor and only affects the photon fluence detected, 
the FWHM remains the same. The increase of D?௦  leads to a much broader 
FWHM but due to an integrated detector (1 cm in radius) applied in this case, 
the results stay the same. Therefore, the resolution depends on the spatial light 
distribution at the object plane which depends on the optical parameters of 
excitation. 
As the D?௔ of excitation increases, the FWHM of the spatial light distribution 
gets narrower which results in an improvement of spatial resolution e.g. 
moving down along the vertical axis in Figure 5-20 (c). If D?௦ increases, the 
resolution trend will be determined by the value of D?௔ as discussed in section 
5.4.2.2.  
When light travels though the tissue slab, the increase of either  D?௦ or D?௔ leads 
to an extra loss within the medium. It means for both excitation and emission, 
the lower that either D?௦ and D?௔ is, the better the SNR e.g. moving from bottom 
right to up left in Figure 5-21. 
Using a diffusion model, the trade-off between spatial resolution and SNR is 
clearly shown. Increase of D?௦ or D?௔ will lead to a better spatial resolution and 
worse SNR. The comparison between the two systems will be discussed in the 
next section. 
5.5 Comparison of two imaging systems 
The following results are based on one important prerequisite that sufficient 
light propagates through the tissue, which cannot be covered all of the time 
experimentally.  The amount of energy they can put into a tissue is limited by 
safety requirements to avoid tissue damage, so it will be good to compare the 
resolution and SNR detected of two systems when the same amount of light is 
put into the tissue. 
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Using the Monte Carlo simulation, 1 billion photons propagate through the 
medium for both systems. As the wavelength of the excitation light is 630nm, 
the total input energy is around 0.32nJ. This energy is far smaller than the 
power of a typical He-Ne laser (633nm, 50mW), but it is sufficient to get a 
convincing statistical result. 
As state in section 5.1, the FI system has been widely used especially in 
fluorescence imaging for its fast processing and deep penetration depth. The 
SI system (Moving head scanner) eliminates variations in power density and 
spatial distortion but require longer scanning time. From the simulation results, 
the spatial resolution of the FI system fully depends on the optical properties 
of the emission light while the resolution of the SI system is affected by the 
optical properties of the excitation light, QY of the fluorophore and D?௔  of 
emission light. Overall, there is a much better spatial resolution from the SI 
system which can be seen from both Monte Carlo and diffusion results. Figure 
5-22 shows the spatial resolution against the optical parameters of the 
excitation wavelength under the diffusion model.  On one hand, as discussed 
in the previous section, the D?௦  and D?௔  of excitation has no effect on spatial 
resolution for the FI system, the minimum separation needed to resolve two 
objects is constant with excitation optical coefficients at 0.88cm. On the other 
hand, as discussed in section 5.4.3.2, the spatial resolution for the SI system 
improves as the D?௦  or D?௔  increases, but even the worst case resolution is 
0.68cm which is much better than that of FI system. Because the resolution 
here is defined as the minimum separation to resolve the two objects and the 
two objects are getting closer with a step size of 0.02cm, the resolution shown 
in Figure 5-22 is quantised. 
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(a) Spatial resolution changes via D?௔ of excitation for D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 
 
(b) Spatial resolution changes via D?௦ of excitation for D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1 
Figure 5-22 Spatial resolution changes against optical properties of excitation wavelength for D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 at 6mm depth 
 
A similar conclusion can be drawn from Figure 5-23. As the D?௦  or D?௔  of 
emission increases, the resolution achieved from SI system is constant at 
0.68cm and better than 0.76cm which is the best result obtained from the FI 
system.  
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(a) Spatial resolution changes via D?௔ of emission for D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1. 
 
(b) Spatial resolution changes via D?௦ of emission for D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1 
Figure 5-23 Spatial resolution changes against optical properties of emission wavelength for D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 at 6mm depth. 
 
However, the comparison does not mean the scanning system should be 
adopted. Quantitatively comparing the Monte Carlo results Table 5-2 with 
Table 5-1, the SNR of the SI system is a lot worse. 
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(a) SNR changes via D?௔ of excitation for D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 
 
(b) SNR changes via D?௦ of excitation for D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 cm-1 
Figure 5-24 SNR changes via D?௦ or D?௔ of excitation wavelength for D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௠ = 
20cm-1 at 6mm depth 
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(a) SNR changes via D?௔ of emission for D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1. 
 
(b) SNR changes via D?௦ of emission for D?௔ ?௘௠ = 0.1 cm-1. 
Figure 5-25 SNR changes against optical properties of emission wavelength for D?௔ ?௘௫ = 0.2 
cm-1, D?௦ ?௘௫ = 80cm-1 at 6mm depth. 
 
Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 show the SNR change versus excitation and 
emission optical properties from diffusion model. The SNR obtained from FI 
system (̚-26dB) is much higher than that in SI system (̚-36dB). 
Comparing the two imaging systems, FI system offers better SNR while SI 
system provides better spatial resolution. Weighing the pros and cons, when 
the targets are near the incident boundary, SI system should be applied for its 
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excellent resolution (Figure 5-10) with relatively high SNR (around -134dB 
from Table 5-2). In contrast, when the objects are close to the other boundary, 
FI system is better for its relatively high SNR (around -140dB from Table 5-1) 
and fair spatial resolution (Figure 5-7). 
 
 
5.6 Relationship between optical properties and 
wavelength 
5.6.1 Fluorophore selection in full field illumination system 
As the spatial resolution of the FI system fully depends on the optical 
properties of the emission light, which has been investigated in section 5.3.1 
and 5.4.2. The optical properties need to relate to wavelength in order to select 
appropriate fluorophore afterwards. The SNR and resolution in the NIR 
wavelength range are discussed in this section. 
As discussed in section 5.2, the optical properties differ from tissue to tissue. 
There is no particular value of D?௦ and D?௔, but it generally follows the same 
trend via wavelengths. The following discussions are based on the tissues of 
dermis, subdermis and muscle. (data collected from [166] ). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-26 (a) Absorption coefficients of dermis spectrum; (b) reduced scattering 
coefficients of dermis spectrum [166] 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-27 (a) Absorption coefficients of subdermis spectrum; (b) reduced scattering 
coefficients of subdermis spectrum [166] 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5-28 (a) Absorption coefficients of muscle spectrum; (b) reduced scattering 
coefficients of muscle spectrum [166] 
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Figure 5-26 to Figure 5-28 show the absorption and reduced scattering 
coefficients of dermis, subdermis and muscle. The wavelengths selected are 
between 600 and 1050nm, as the light above 1100nm will mostly absorbed by 
water.  
Seen from Figure 5-26 (b) to Figure 5-28 (b), the value of reduced scattering 
coefficients D?௦ᇱ  varies for different type of tissue, but the spectra have the same 
trend: increased wavelength leads to a lower D?௦ᇱ . Therefore, as discussed in 
section 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.3.2, decreasing D?௦ᇱ  results in a higher SNR but poor 
spatial resolution. 
The absorption spectra are more complex as shown in Figure 5-26 (a) to 
Figure 5-28 (a). Comparing the value of absorption coefficients D?௔ , the 
subdermis is lower than the other two, as it is a thin layer without blood. All 
three spectrums have a drop at the beginning and reach the trough around 
800nm, the curves then go back up until 900nm and drop again. Still from 
section 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.3.2 it is concluded that higher D?௔ offers a better spatial 
resolution but poor SNR. The aim here is to find out the optimum trade-off 
between resolution and SNR, and then to select the optimized imaging 
wavelength pair (emission and excitation). 
As the spatial resolution obtained from the SI system depends only slightly on 
the emission wavelength, the selection of fluorophore mainly focuses on the 
SNR. As discussed in section 5.4.3.2, the lower that either D?௦ and D?௔ is, the 
better the SNR. Refer to Figure 5-26 to Figure 5-28, it can be easily concluded 
that the fluorophore with the longest possible emission wavelength would be 
the optimum choice when using a SI system. The following discussions are 
mainly focused on the FI system. 
Figure 5-29 to Figure 5-31 below show the change of SNR and spatial 
resolution via emission wavelength at a step of 20nm within different tissues. 
The excitation light is set to 670nm. 
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Figure 5-29 SNR and spatial resolution spectrum of Dermis 
 
Figure 5-30 SNR and spatial resolution spectrum of Subdermis 
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Figure 5-31 SNR and spatial resolution spectrum of Muscle 
The common point of Figure 5-29 to Figure 5-31 that is the best SNR and 
worst resolution is achieved around 860nm. The best resolution wavelength 
varies for different tissues, but it generally follows the variation of absorption 
coefficients. 
5.6.2 Auto-fluorescence (AF) in scanning input system 
AF is due to endogenous fluorophores within the background medium to 
distinguish it from fluorescent signals obtained by adding exogenous markers 
at the fluorescent targets. As the selection of the excitation light wavelength 
has little influence on the spatial resolution in the FI system, light at longer 
wavelength can simply be chosen as it has low AF effect and high SNR 
(provided fluorophores that can be excited at longer wavelengths are 
available). In the SI system, the wavelength selection of emission light 
becomes the secondary effect, as the spatial resolution depends only on the 
wavelength of excitation light. The AF effect should therefore not be 
neglected in SI systems. 
7KH QHZ PRGHO LV WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI :HOFK¶V XQLIRUP IOXRUHVFHQFH PRGHO
and the model presented in section 5.3.1. Unlike the previous setup described 
in section 5.3.1, the photon can be fully absorbed, scattered to another position 
with full weight or absorbed but emitted as new photon at a longer wavelength 
before a photon hits the fluorescent target, which indicates the AF.  
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The probability of the three choices are determined by the QYAF and the ratio 
of D?௔ and D?௦. 
Propagation in the background medium containing autofluorescence: 
 C?C?C?
C?C? D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D㼇?D?D㼇?  ? ൏ D? ൑D?D?஺ிD?D㼇?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?஺ி ൏ D? ൑D?D?஺ி ൅ ሺ ? െD?D?஺ிሻ כ D?௦ ?௘௫D?௦ ?௘௫ ൅ D?௔ ?௘௫D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?D?஺ி ൅ ሺ ? െD?D?஺ிሻ כ D?௦ ?௘௫D?௦ ?௘௫ ൅ D?௔ ?௘௫ ൏ D? ൏  ? 5-4 
where D? is a random number in the range of (0 , 1). 
 
(a) Reflected images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.1cm-1 
 
(b) Transmitted images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.1cm-1 
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(c) Reflected images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
 
(d) Transmitted images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
 
(e) Reflected images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠ = 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
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(f) Transmitted images without & with AF  D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
Figure 5-32 Photon fluence with & without AF effect at 10mm embedded depth and 
20mm slab thickness. 
The AF here is modelled simply as uniformly distributed fluorophores, which 
increase the probability for an excitation photon transfer to a longer 
wavelength. Hence, the images with AF effect are of higher photon fluence 
(Figure 5-32) but lower SNR (Table 5-4). 
 
 
Table 5-4 SNR at different excitation optical properties with & without AF 
Depth 
Emission Optical 
Properties 
SNR(dB) of 
Reflection 
SNR(dB) of 
Transmission 
No AF AF No AF AF 
10mm 
D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 & D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.1cm-1 
-136.09 -149.90 -136.09 -144.70 D?௦ ?௘௠= 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
-139.00 -151.89 -139.05 -146.83 D?௦ ?௘௠= 60cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 
-142.33 -160.38 -142.38 -149.02 
 
Figure 5-33 and Table 5-6 show the photon fluence image and corresponding 
SNR variation with different target depths. 
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(a) Reflected images without & with AF at 6mm depth 
 
(b) Transmitted images without & with AF at 6mm depth 
 
(c) Reflected images without & with AF at 10mm depth 
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(d) Transmitted images without & with AF at 10mm depth 
 
(e) Reflected images without & with AF at 14mm depth 
 
(f) Transmitted images without & with AF at 14mm depth 
Figure 5-33 Photon fluence with & without AF effect at  D?௦ ?௘௠ = 20cm-1 &  D?௔ ?௘௠ = 
0.3cm-1 and 20mm slab thickness. 
 
Table 5-5 SNR at different embedded depth with & without AF 
Emission Optical 
Properties 
Depth 
SNR(dB) of 
Reflection 
SNR(dB) of 
Transmission 
No AF AF No AF AF 
ࣆ࢙ ?ࢋ࢓= 20cm-1 &  ࣆࢇ ?ࢋ࢓ 
= 0.3cm-1 
6mm -128.88 -136.87 -134.25 -139.66 
10mm -139.00 -151.89 -139.05 -146.83 
14mm -149.21 -173.67 -143.95 -155.20 
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It is demonstrated in the above figures and tables that the presence of AF leads 
to a poorer SNR and spatial resolution. 
In general, the absorbance efficiency of QDs decreases with increasing 
wavelength of both excitation and emission. Therefore, the greater the gap 
between the excitation wavelength and the peak emission wavelength, the less 
interference there will be from AF [167]. However, short wavelengths also 
mean high absorbance and scattering in tissue. 
As discussed previously, shorter wavelengths offer a higher quantum yield of 
QDs and higher background scattering and absorbance at the same time. But 
the improvement of quantum yield cannot balance that degradation from 
heavy scattering and high absorption. In general, the selection of excitation 
wavelength should be as long as possible with the precondition that it is 
sufficient to excite the QDs. 
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5.7 Conclusion 
This chapter investigates the spatial resolution and intensity over a broad 
range of optical parameters which corresponds to a broad range of excitation 
and emission wavelengths and aims to find out the optimized excitation and 
emission pairs. Table 5-6 shows the trend of Resolution and SNR with optical 
parameters. 
Table 5-6 Trend of resolution and SNR against optical parameters 
 
Full field illumination 
system 
Scanning system 
 
Resolution SNR Resolution SNR ࣆ࢙ of excitation 
increase     ࣆࢇ of excitation 
increase     ࣆ࢙ of emission increase 
  
 
 ࣆࢇ of emission increase 
  
 
 
 
As seen from Table 5-6, it is impossible to get better resolution and higher 
intensity simultaneously and, a trade-off always exists as discussed in section 
5.4.2.2. Previous literature mainly focused on near infrared tissue 
spectroscopy due to its deep penetration ability. Near infrared usually means 
low scattering and low absorption, which will definitely lead to a stronger 
signal. But the near infrared image may produce even worse spatial resolution 
than the visible one.  
For full field illumination systems, the excitation light has little effect on the 
spatial resolution in terms of the variation of optical properties because of the 
uniform light distribution within the tissue slab. The excitation wavelength 
selection is mainly based on the effect on fluorophore and background 
medium, e.g., quantum yield, brightness. The emission wavelength selection 
refers to the cell ingredient and experiment purpose. Generally, the best SNR 
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is achieved around 860nm and wavelength around 950nm will be chosen if 
spatial resolution is the primary demand. 
The wavelength selection in a scanning system is totally different. Emission 
spectrum is a secondary effect on fluorophore selection because the spatial 
resolution fully depends on the spatial light distribution of the object plane 
which results from the optical parameters of excitation. Other characteristics 
of fluorophore, e.g., absorption spectrum of the fluorophore and auto-
fluorescence of the medium should be considered. The excitation light 
selection is limited in the visible range, and longer wavelength leads to a better 
SNR but worse resolution. However, when the wavelength drops under 550nm D?௔  is much higher and becomes the dominant factor. Most photons are 
absorbed which makes it difficult to form a reasonable image. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
6 Infrared fluorescent target imaging 
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6.1 Introduction 
The analysis and evaluation of the SNR and spatial resolution of a 
fluorescence target embedded in a scattering medium were presented in 
chapter 5. This was based on the simulated data. This chapter aims to 
experimentally investigate the imaging properties of visible and NIR probes. 
Of particular interest in this thesis are CdSe quantum dots (QDs) which have 
good photostability, long duration (two weeks) and a peak emission 
wavelength that can be easily controlled for the different ratio mixed with 
Manganese. These QDs are developed at the Schools of Chemistry and 
Physics at the University of Nottingham. 
6.2 Experimental configuration 
The experimental setup is shown in  
Figure 6-1. A 500mW red laser (Bfi Optilas PB 256-c) and a beam expander 
are employed to provide a full field light illumination over an area (radius = 
15mm) on the samples. The samples (4mm in radius and with 2mm separation) 
consist of CdSe Quantum dots (200nM) and Manganese which are placed on a 
glass slide and covered by an agar gel with polystyrene microspheres of 
diameter 1.6 D?m embedded within it. Red food dye is used to produce 
absorption. The thickness of the gel varies (up to 5mm) but with the fixed 
scattering and absorption coefficients  D?௦ = 100cm-1 and D?௔ = 0.2cm-1 at 
670nm. A hyper-spectral camera (The Cooke Co. Sensicam QE) combines 
with a C-mount lens to produce a one dimensional spectral image. A slit in 
front of the camera sits on a computer controlled XYZ motorized stage 
(Standa 8MT175-50) which scans along the Y axis to produce a two 
dimensional image (60mm * 86mm). Before the start of experiment, images 
are captured when the laser illuminates on a 99% reflectance Spectralon target 
for calibration. The exposure time in the experiment is then set to 20ms, as 
longer time will result in a saturation of the camera by the excitation light. 
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Figure 6-1 Experimental configuration 
 
6.2.1 Sim. and Exp. results 
Before the experiment starts, a new Monte Carlo model has been designed 
with the same configuration to estimate the fluence of fluorescence imaging. 
The light beam crosses the incident boundary with an angle of 45 degree to the 
axis of Z and minus Y in an area of 7.07 cm2. The depth of the scattering 
medium and sizes of the fluorescence targets are the same as the experimental 
setup. 
Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 show the simulated full field images of excitation 
(670nm) and emission (870nm) wavelengths with different tissue thickness. 
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(a)  Image at 670nm                  (b) Image at 870nm 
Figure 6-2 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. Scattering layer thickness = 3mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
 
(a)  Image at 670nm                  (b) Image at 870nm 
Figure 6-3 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. Scattering layer thickness = 5mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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In the simulations, the two targets are distinguished clearly in Figure 6-2 (b), 
and the edge get more obscure as the slab thickness increase to 5mm as shown 
in Figure 6-3 (b). 
Figure 6-4 (a) and (b) show the full field images of excitation (670nm) and 
emission (870nm) wavelengths respectively when the laser illuminates the 
sample. The edge, visible in both figures, is the glass slide on which the 
quantum dots sit. Figure 6-4 (a) shows the excitation light case, in which the 
fluorescent targets are visible because they absorb the excitation light but are 
quite obscure. On the contrary, the two fluorescent targets are clearly resolved 
in the emission image Figure 6-4 (b). Figure 6-4 (c) shows the intensity 
spectrum of the light reflected at a single pixel from the sample. 
Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 show similar results but with the scattering gel 
overlaying the fluorescent targets. The thickness of the tissue phantom equals 
3mm and 5mm respectively (D?௦= 100cm-1 and D?௔= 0.2cm-1 @ 670nm). 
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(a)  Image at 670nm                        (b) Image at 870nm 
 
  (c) 
Figure 6-4 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample (x=46mm, y=46mm). No 
scattering layer over the target. 
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(a)  Image at 670nm                            (b) Image at 870nm 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-5  (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample (x=46mm, y=46mm). Scattering 
layer thickness = 3mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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(a)  Image at 670nm                        (b) Image at 870nm 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-6 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample (x=46mm, y=46mm). Scattering 
layer thickness = 5mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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6.2.2 Discussion 
Seen from experimental results, Figure 6-4 (a) and (b), both excitation and 
emission images are obtained with excellent spatial resolution without a tissue 
phantom overlaying the targets. The densities of the QDs within the 
fluorescent targets are not uniform, which makes the image of the upper 
sample look like a ring. As demonstrated in Figure 6-4 (c), the maximum peak 
occurs at the excitation wavelength, and the emission spectrum is over a range 
of 840nm to 910nm, which is narrow compared to conventional fluorophores 
(typically around 100 to 150nm). 
When the 3mm thick tissue phantom is placed over the fluorescent target, 
Figure 6-5 (b) shows poorer spatial resolution compared with Figure 6-4 (b). 
However, the two samples can still be distinguished. With a thicker tissue 
phantom on top, the spatial resolution get even poorer and it is hard to 
distinguish due to the scattering medium as illustrated in Figure 6-6 (b) which 
is in agreement with the simulation results (Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3). Both 
simulation and experiment use the total reflectance Spectralon target for 
calibration. Comparing Figure 6-5 (a) with Figure 6-2 (a), the centre of the 
image has the strongest reflected detection which is due to the non-uniform 
excitation from the beam expander. 
The signals shown in Figure 6-5 (c) and Figure 6-6 (c) have higher excitation 
light intensity than that shown in Figure 6-4 (c). It can be understood as the 
reflection while the excitation light travel through the surface of scattering 
medium, as the distance between the object and camera is fixed. 
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6.3 Revised experimental configuration 
As seen from the excitation spike of Figure 6-6 (c), the exposure time is 
limited in previous experiments to avoid the camera saturation. In order to 
obtain a higher SNR, the exposure time needs to be increased. An optical 
longpass filter (Thorlabs, FGL695) is applied to filter out the light below 
700nm and therefore avoids the camera saturation. The red laser applied is 
replaced by a 50mW green laser (Oxxius, 532s-50-col-pp), so that even 
though the excitation light is of lower power, the excitation can be filtered out 
much more efficiently.  
 
Figure 6-7 Revised experimental configuration 
   
6.3.1 Sim. and Exp. results 
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 show the full field images of excitation (532nm) 
and emission (870nm) wavelengths with different tissue thickness from 
simulation result. 
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(a)  Image at 532nm                   (b) Image at 870nm 
Figure 6-8 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. Scattering layer thickness = 3mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
(a)  Image at 532nm                   (b) Image at 870nm 
Figure 6-9 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. Scattering layer thickness = 3mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 are shown with the same setup but at a shorter 
excitation wavelength. Compared to Figure 6-3(b), the emission figure is 
nosier than at the same depth due to a heavier scattering effect in excitation 
stage. 
Figure 6-10 (a) and (b) show the full field images of excitation (532nm) and 
emission (870nm) wavelength respectively when the laser directly illuminates 
on the sample. The exposure time is 150ms. Figure 6-10 (c) shows the 
intensity spectrum of the sample, in which the excitation light has been filtered 
out to a level beneath the dark noise of the camera.  
Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 show similar results but with the scattering gel 
overlaying the fluorescent targets. The thickness of the tissue phantom equals 
3mm and 5mm respectively (D?௦= 100cm-1 and D?௔= 0.2cm-1 @ 670nm). 
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   (a)  Image at 530nm                       (b) Image at 870nm 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-10 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample. No scattering layer over the 
target. 
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(a)  Image at 530nm                        (b) Image at 870nm 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-11 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample. Scattering layer thickness = 
3mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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(a)  Image at 530nm                        (b) Image at 870nm 
 
(c) 
Figure 6-12 (a) Full field images at excitation wavelength. (b) Full field images at emission 
wavelength. (c) Intensity spectrum reflected from the sample. Scattering layer thickness = 
5mm, D?௦= 100cm-1 
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6.3.2 Discussion 
As seen from the simulation results, compared Figure 6-9 with Figure 6-3, the 
spatial resolution of emission image excited by the green laser is worse than 
that excited by the red laser, because of a higher scattering and absorption 
coefficients.  
Comparing the spatial resolutions of experimental results, the green laser 
yields worse result than that of red one due to heavier scattering as well.  
However, as illustrated in Figure 6-10 (c), by filtering out the excitation light, 
the emission light intensity detected is higher than that shown in Figure 6-4 (c) 
which is due to the longer exposure time. In the experiment, the illumination 
on the sample has an angle about 60 degree to the X axis (Seen in Figure 6-7) 
which makes the incident light profile have approximately 33% variation in 
the illumination across the field of view. This variation causes the uneven light 
emission and further influences the spatial resolution. In Figure 6-10 (b), when 
no scattering layer is over the samples, only the lower half of first sample and 
upper half of second one are excited compared to Figure 6-4 (b), which finally 
results in a worse resolution in Figure 6-4 (b) than that in Figure 6-10 (b). 
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6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter aims to investigate and evaluates the SNR and spatial resolution 
experimentally obtained from infrared quantum dots with different excitation 
light, and qualitatively compares these with the simulation results. 
Referred to the simulation results, all the setups are under an ideal situation 
which gives the conclusion that the change of excitation light in the full field 
system only affects the SNR. Practically, due to the time and equipment 
constraints, the comparison is not sufficiently made. Shorter excitation 
wavelengths offer a higher QDs absorption efficiency, which has advantage 
under non-scattering conditions. However, within the scattering medium, it 
leads to a higher scattering which degrades the SNR. 
The practical results above are comparable to the simulations, the difference is 
in the excitation light which influences spatial resolution. The spatial 
resolution is also affected by the non-uniform light illumination and quantum 
dot density of samples. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 
7 Conclusion & Future work 
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7.1 Introduction 
The aim of this project has been to investigate a range of techniques and 
develop corresponding models for optical imaging through heavily scattering 
media. The criteria applied in this thesis to evaluate the performance of the 
systems are the SNR and spatial resolution. 
Section 7.2 summarizes imaging techniques investigated in thesis. The overall 
conclusions are discussed in sections 7.3 while the possible future work is 
suggested in section 7.4. 
7.2 Summary of the thesis 
An USMOT Monte Carlo model is presented in Chapter 3 to find out the 
optimum experimental setup evaluated based on the SNR detected. Varying 
optical and acoustic parameters, e.g., scattering and absorption coefficients, 
ultrasound frequencies and detector size are performed in the simulation. 
 Chapter 3 also provides a preliminary combination of incoherent USMOT 
with the fluorescent imaging technique in which the SNR of ultrasound 
modulated fluorescence signal can be optimized by changing the modulation 
frequency. 
Based on the mechanisms proposed by Yuan et al. [126], another attempt of this 
ultrasound modulated fluorescence technique is the application of improving the 
accuracy of lifetime extraction in heavily scattering media which is presented in 
Chapter 4. Lifetime extraction is the most important step of fluorescence lifetime 
imaging microscopy which is considered as an advanced fluorescence imaging 
technique for its ability in distinguishes multiple fluorophores. In this chapter, a 
novel ultrasound associated technique is presented in single lifetime extraction 
to improve the performance of this technique in heavily scattering media. 
Two fluorescence imaging systems which have been developed in both Monte 
Carlo and diffusion models are presented in Chapter 5. Two systems are 
investigated with a broad range of excitation and emission optical parameters 
which are then related to the wavelength of in vivo tissues with the aim of 
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obtaining the optimized imaging pairs. Performance is evaluated based on 
SNR and spatial resolution. The discussions are based on dermis, subdermis 
and muscle and take the autofluorescence effect into consideration.  
The experimental results presented in Chapter 6 are a supplementary to the 
simulations in Chapter 5. CdSe quantum dots covered by an agar gel with 
polystyrene microspheres embedded within it are illuminated with light at 
different wavelengths. 
7.3 Overall conclusion 
All the models presented in this thesis aims to build up the optimum 
experimental setups and estimate the optimized practical results. The simple 
incoherent USMOT effect modeled in chapter 3 can be measured with 
reasonable SNR (modulation around 4% of DC level) under low frequency 
ultrasound modulation (smaller than 2MHz), when the ultrasonic wavelength 
is much longer than the optical path. Meanwhile, as the modulation depth 
decreases with an increase in ultrasound frequency, the incoherent effect is too 
weak to observe at high frequencies. Therefore, the optimum condition to 
model incoherent USMOT effect is suggested which includes a high power 
red or NIR laser, low frequency ( ൑  2MHz) ultrasound transducer and 
appropriate size of detector (5mm~10mm in radius). The coherent effects are 
considered as the dominant mechanisms in USMOT, but the incoherent model 
is still valuable as it offers a chance to model fluorescent light. 
The combination of incoherent USMOT and ultrasound modulated 
fluorescence model aims to probe both mechanical and physiological 
parameters at the same time. The SNR of modulated fluorescence can be 
optimized by making the modulated frequency, f =  c/2d, where d is the 
diameter of the target and c is the speed of the light in the medium. With 
2MHz ultrasonic modulation, the SNR of the modulated fluorescent light is up 
to 26dB. However, the size of the target is hard to estimate with higher 
frequencies. 
NIR fluorescence imaging is another technique expected to figure importantly 
among biomedical imaging field for its deep penetration depth and high SNR. The 
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selection of excitation light and fluorophore mainly depends on the application 
and imaging system, as best resolution is coupled with worst SNR. As discussed 
in section 5.1, the commercial imaging systems can be separated into two groups 
by excitation methods, full field illumination (FI) system and scanning input (SI) 
system. Comparing the FI and SI imaging systems, FI system offers a better SNR 
while the SI system provides a better imaging resolution. The selection of 
imaging pairs depends on the tissue type, auto-fluorescence, absorption spectrum 
quantum yield and brightness. In general, the longest available wavelength for 
both excitation and emission are the optimum choice, for their reduced D?௦ and D?௔ 
and low AF effect. For particular tissues, the optimized SNR and spatial 
resolution are obtained around 850nm and 950nm respectively for dermis, 
subdermis and muscle. 
The fluorescence lifetime imaging of heavily scattering media has been 
introduced but not widely used today. The main challenge of this technique is 
the accuracy of lifetime imaging. The novel ultrasound associated lifetime 
extraction technique offers more accurate results than that from existing 
frequency domain technique and make it possible to extract lifetimes in a 
heavily scattering medium. By taking the excitation output as a reference and 
assuming the influence introduced by the fluorophore is negligible, the 
extraction accuracy can be further improved especially in high modulated 
frequency. However, as the phase shift goes quickly beyond 90 degrees, the 
optimized condition for this approach would be a fluorophore with moderate 
lifetime ( ൑  4ns) being modulated by ultrasound with low frequency ( ൑ 
100MHz). 
7.4 Future works 
7.4.1 Ultrasound techniques 
A simple binary USMOT Monte Carlo grating model is presented in chapter 3, 
mainly focusing on the variation of optical properties. This work was carried 
out early in the PhD studies and helped to guide research in the remainder of 
this thesis. However, it is far from the actual USMOT interaction. A more 
practical sinusoidal model will be the future work. In addition, the change of 
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refractive index has not been considered, which sacrifices the accuracy to 
improve the computation efficiency. 
7.4.2 NIR fluorescence techniques 
The thesis aims to find out the optimized wavelength pairs based on SNR and 
spatial resolution in fluorescence imaging, which requires a large quantity of 
data of optical properties from visible spectrum to infrared. The current 
simulations are based on particular tissues (dermis, subdermis and muscle), a 
preliminary conclusion is given but this still needs to be validated from 
experimental results, which is not included in the thesis due to limitations in 
the time and equipment. In future work, a wide range of samples will be used 
with different D?௦ , D?௔ , thickness and QDs concentration. In addition, the 
experiments should be carried out with different excitation light and QDs 
using both FI and SI systems.  
7.4.3 Combining techniques 
The current ultrasound modulated fluorescence model presented is based on an 
incoherent USMOT model but the modulation efficiency is much lower 
compared with the coherent phase modulation mechanisms in USMOT as 
stated by Yuan et al. [126]. The improvement of modulation efficiency should 
be one of the future research fields. The use of microbubbles is one big step 
towards that direction [127] and coherent mechanisms of ultrasound 
fluorescence need to be considered as well [168]. 
7.5 Closing remark 
To conclude, this thesis has mainly investigated USMOT, fluorescence 
imaging and the combination of these two techniques for optical imaging 
through scattering media. The techniques are evaluated with different acoustic 
and optical parameters based on the SNR and spatial resolution, and optimized 
experimental setups are proposed. 
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Appendix  
Diffusion Equation (DA) for semi-infinite homogeneous slab 
The equations presented in the thesis are based on the work from Patterson 
et.al [142]. However, no completed solution is presented in [142] except two 
expressions of reflectance D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ and transmittance D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻwith three and 
four dipoles respectively. 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻൌ ሺ ?D?D?D?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?ିହ ଶ ? D?D?D?ሺെD?௔D㼇?ሻD?D?D? ቆെD?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ቊD?଴  ቆെ D?଴ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇെ ሺ ?D? െ D?଴ሻD?D?D? ቜെሺ ?D? െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?ቝ ൅ ሺ ?D? ൅ D?଴ሻD?D?D? ቈെሺ ?D? ൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?቉ቋ 
A-0-1 
 
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ ሺ ?D?D?D?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?ିହ ଶ ? D?D?D?ሺെD?௔D㼇?ሻD?D?D? ቆെD?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ቊሺD?െ D?଴ሻ  ቆെ ሺD? െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇെ ሺD? ൅ D?଴ሻD?D?D? ቜെሺD? ൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?ቝ൅ ሺ ?D? െ D?଴ሻD?D?D? ቈെሺ ?D? െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?቉െ ሺ ?D? ൅ D?଴ሻD?D?D? ቜെሺ ?D? ൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇?ቝቋ 
A-0-2 
where c is the speed of light in the tissue, d is the slab thickness, D is the 
diffusion coefficient and D?଴ is the depth position where incident photons are 
initially scattered at 
 D? ൌ   ?D?௔ ൅ ሺ ? െ D?ሻD?௦   A-0-3 
 D?଴ ൌ   ?ሺ ? െ D?ሻD?௦   A-0-4 
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D?௔ is the absorption coefficient, D?௦ is the scattering coefficient, and g is the 
anisotropy. 
From the radiative transfer equation (RTE), the following derivations are 
based on the diffusion theory and same assumptions are made as in the 
3DWWHUVRQ¶VSDSHU>142]. 
 
 ?D?D?D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻD?D? ൌ െD?Ƹ  ? ׏D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ െ D?௧D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ൅ D?௦ න D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻD?ሺD?Ƹᇱǡ D?Ƹሻସగ D?D?ᇱ ൅ D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ A-0-5 
where D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ is the radiance which can be defined as energy flow per unit 
normal area per unit solid angle per unit time, D?௧ ൌ D?௦ ൅ D?௔ is the extinction 
coefficient, D?ሺD?Ƹᇱǡ D?Ƹሻ is the phase function, representing the probability of light 
with propagation direction D?Ƹᇱ being scattered into D?Ƹ and D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ describes the 
light source. 
The simplifying assumptions are, 
1. The specific intensity of the radiance is assumed to be isotropic and can be 
approximated ZLWKWKHILUVWWZRRUGHUVRIWKH7D\ORU¶VH[SDQVLRQ 
 D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?Ƹǡ D?ሻ ൌ   ? ?D?D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ ൅  ? ?D?D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ  D?Ƹ A-0-6 
where D?ሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ is the fluence rate and D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ is the fluence flux vector. 
2. The phase function D?ሺD?Ƹᇱǡ D?Ƹሻ  depends only on the angle between the 
scattered D?Ƹᇱ and incident D?Ƹ directions. By substituting equation A-0-6 for 
radiance, the RTE can be rewritten as 
 
 ?D?D?D?D?D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൅ ׏D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ ൅ D?௔D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ A-0-7 
3. It is assume that the diffuse photon fluence rate D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ  satisfies the 
diffusion equation, and the change of fluence flux D?ԦሺD?Ԧǡ D?ሻ  over one 
transport mean free path is negligible, by applying the FLFN¶VODZ 
 D?ԦሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ െD?׏D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻȁ௭ୀௗ A-0-8 
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equation A-0-7 can be rewritten as 
 
 ?D?D?D?D?D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ െ D?׏ଶD?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൅ D?௔D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ A-0-9 
where D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ is the photon source. 
In the real case, the source is assumed to be a narrow collimated pulsed light 
beam which is normally incident upon the surface of the scattering slab. 
However, it is a good approximation to model it as a pulsed point source from 
the position the light starts scattering isotropiclly D?ሺD?ǡ D? െ D?଴ǡ ሻ. 
In this situation, the solution of A-0-9 in a homogeneous infinite medium is 
[164], 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?ଶ ൅ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?െ D?௔D㼇?ቇ A-0-10 
To find the solution in a homogeneous slab, the boundary condition is applied 
which is achieved by adding infinite number of dipoles having the same 
optical property and representing pairs of positive and negative sources. The 
sources are placed at  
 ൜D?ା ൌ  ?D?D?൅ D?଴D?ିൌ  ?D?D?െ D?଴D? ൌሺ ?ǡ േ ?ǡ േ ?ǡ ǥ ǥሻ A-0-11 
The fluence rate can be represented by the sum of the contribution of each 
source, 
 D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ାሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൅ D?ିሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ A-0-12 
with 
 
D?ାሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻൌ D?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ D?D?D? ൭ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD? െ  ?D?D?െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൱ 
A-0-13 
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D?ିሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻൌ െD?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ D?D?D? ൭ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺD? െ  ?D?D?൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൱ 
A-0-14 
 
The final expression for the fluence rate at distance D? and depth z is  
 
D?ሺD?ǡ D?ǡ D?ሻ ൌ D?ሺ ?D?D?D㼇?ሻିଷ ଶ ? D?D?D? ቆെD?௔D㼇?
െ D?ଶ ?D?D㼇?ቇ ൝ ෍ D?D?D? ቜെሺD? െ  ?D?D?െ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቝ௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶെ ෍ D?D?D? ቈെሺD? െ  ?D?D?൅ D?଴ሻଶ ?D?D㼇? ቉௠ୀାஶ௠ୀିஶ ൡ 
A-0-15 
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